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ABSTRACT 

Recent advances in linear programming solution methodology have focused on in

terior point algorithms. These are powerful new methods, achieving significant 

reductions in computer time for large LPs and solving problems significantly larger 

than previously possible. This dissertation describes the implementation of inte

rior point algorithms. It focuses on applications of direct sparse matrix methods to 

sparse symmetric positive definite systems of linear equations on scalar computers 

and vector supercomputers. 

The most computationally intensive step in each iteration of any interior point 

algorithm is the numerical factorization of a sparse symmetric positive definite 

matrix. In large problems or relatively dense problems, 80-90% or more of compu

tational time is spent in this step. This study concentrates on solution methods for 

such linear systems. It is based on modifications and extensions of graph theory 

applied to sparse matrices. 

The row and column permutation of a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix 

dramatically affects the performance of solution algorithms. Various reordering 

methods are considered to find the best ordering for various numerical factorization 

methods and computer architectures. It is assumed that the reordering method will 

follow the fill-preserving rule, i.e., not allow additional fill-ins beyond that provided 

by the initial ordering. To follow this rule, a modular approach is used. In this 

approach, the matrix is first permuted by using any minimum degree heuristic, 

and then the permuted matrix is again reordered according to a specific reordering 

objective. Results of different reordering methods are described. 

There are several ways to compute the Cholesky factor of a symmetric positive 
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definite matrix. A column Cholesky algorithm is a popular method for dense 

and sparse matrix factorization on serial and parallel computers. Applying this 

algorithm to a sparse matrix requires the use of sparse vector operations. Graph 

theory is applied to reduce sparse vector computations. A second and relatively 

new algorithm is the multifrontal algorithm. This method uses dense operations 

for sparse matrix computation at the expense of some data manipulation. The 

performance of the column Cholesky and multifrontal algorithms in the numerical 

factorization of a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix on an IBM 3090 vector 

supercomputer is described. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in linear programming solution methodology have focused on in

terior point algorithms. This powerful new class of methods achieves significant 

reductions in computer time for large linear programs (LPs) and solves problems 

significantly larger than previously possible. These algorithms can be examined 

from two points of view. First, there is the theoretical side, i.e., derivation of algo

rithms from Fiacco and McCormick's barrier method, Lagrangian duality, Newton's 

method, and others; and complexity and convergence analysis. Second is the imple

mentation of these algorithms on serial and parallel computers. This dissertation 

focuses on the implementation side. 

The most computationally intensive step in each iteration of any interior point 

algorithm is the solution of a sparse symmetric positive definite (SPD) system of 

equations. It is critical that this routine be efficiently designed. This dissertation 

uses direct sparse matrix methods to solve the sparse SPD system, using general 

sparse and multi/Tonial method-s on serial and parallel vector computers. Graph 

theory-based methods for exploiting sparse matrix structure are also explored. 

In current computers, library routines relevant to SPD systems are designed to 

solve well-behaved systems such as matrices arising in finite element problems. For 

several reasons, these library routines can not be used to solve the sparse symmetric 

system arising in interior point algorithms. The first reason is that sometimes the 

sparse matrices are reducible, contrary to the assumption of the graph-theoretic 

algorithms. The second reason is that the choice of matrix reordering techniques is 
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influenced by both factorization methods and computer architectures. Also, when 

solutions move to the boundary of the feasible region, there are some numerical 

difficulties such as large spread of values and extremely small entries on the di

agonal. We modify and extend the graph theory of sparse matrices and carefully 

design relevant routines to cope with these problems. 

With regard to computer systems, serial machines have features different from 

vector supercomputers. Serial machines often have limited main memory and no 

special hardware to handle sparse vector operations. On the other hand, large 

vector supercomputers have special hardware to efficiently handle these operations, 

such as gather/scatter hardware on the Cray X-MP, and hardware for indirect load 

and store from cache memory on the IBM 3090. In order to fully exploit these 

features on machines which have them, we will need to implement these algorithms 

differently. 

In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, we review the development of interior point 

methods. We cover primal-dual barrier, dual barrier, dual affine, and primal pro

jective variants of interior point methods. We focus on the primal-dual barrier 

method because it currently outperforms other variants. We also discuss six differ

ent algorithms for the Cholcsky factorization and examine dense column handling 

techniques such as the SCh'lLT complement and conjugate gradient methods. 

Recent advances in graph theory for sparse systems are investigated in Chap

ter 3. We modify and extend some of them to cope nicely with reducible systems 

arising in the interior point method. A new data structure for a tree graph called the 

elimination tree is employed to analyze reorderings. By using these new techniques, 

the sparse SPD matrix is permuted to form best suited to various computer ar

chitectures and factorization methods. For this purpose, some reordering methods 

require information about the nonzero locations. We use a new symbolic factoriza

tion method based on the elimination tree. The storage structure of the Cholesky 
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factor of the reordered matrix is then determined by symbolic factorization. 

Chapter 4 covers equivalent sparse matrix reorderings, especially parallel elimi

nation ordering. Topological ordering (in which each child node is numbered before 

its parent node in a tree) is discussed for single processor (scalar or vector) com

puters. We also study parallel elimination ordering of chordal graphs to find the 

minimum-height elimination tree. This technique is well suited for parallel super

computers because it increases CPU utilization and minimize makespan without 

increasing fill-ins. 

In Chapter 5, we investigate supernode properties for numerical factorization 

algorithms such as the column Cholesky and multifrontal methods. A set of con

secutive columns in the Cholesky factor with the same sparsity structure is called a 

supernode. Supernodes can be exploited in the numerical factorization, for exam

ple, to replace sparse vector operations with more efficient dense vector operations. 

In addition, we describe a technique for reducible matrix handling because the in

appropriate connection of separated elimination trees can destroy supernode struc

ture. Chapter 5 also describes the difference in supernode definition between the 

column Cholesky and multifrontal methods. The last section discusses supernode 

relaxation for the column Cholesky algorithm as an area for future study. 

Chapter 6 describes a detailed implementation of the general sparse method 

(column Cholesky) using supernodes on an IBM 3090 vector supercomputer. All 

codes are carefully reviewed for opportunities for vectorization. Our computational 

structure using supernodes for the column Cholesky is more advanced than any 

other described in the literature. If many columns are contained in large supern

odes, this code is very efficient compared to a straight column Cholesky algorithm. 

If not, there may be a slight disadvantage due to the overhead of the supernode 

computation. Chapter 6 also describes a reordering scheme to minimize paging 

between main and secondary memory on paged virtual memory systems. This 
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reordering scheme includes a reducible matrix treatment to preserve supernode 

structure. 

A relatively recent development in numerical factorization, the multifrontal 

method, is described in detail in Chapter 7. It was introduced for factorization of 

finite element problems. To adapt it for interior point algorithms, we modify it to 

a two-step algorithm. Without modification, the multifrontal method for interior 

point algorithms requires the same number of index-matching steps as iterations of 

the interior point method. Our method needs only one index-matching step at the 

expense of more storage. Chapter 7 also describes a topological ordering scheme to 

minimize working storage of the multifrontal method. The last section is the test 

results of the multifrontal factorization on an IBM 3090 computer. 

Finally, Chapter 8 is the conclusion. It includes summaries of our study, and 

describes future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INTERIOR POINT ALGORITHMS 

The simplex method developed by Dantzig has been the primary algorithm used 

to solve linear programming problems since the late 1940's. Since then, there 

have been several attempts to overcome its weak point, which is traversing the 

boundary of the feasible region. Hoffman et al. [33], Tompkins [79], and others, 

have tried to find algorithms that traverse the interior of the feasible region to 

avoid combinatorial complexity, an exponential number of iterations for the worst

case scenario (I{lee and Minty [40]). However, no one obtained successful results 

until the Russian mathematician Khachiyan [39] presented a new algorithm with 

polynomial worst-case behavior. However, Khachiyan's algorithm can't use sparse 

matrix methods and needs too many iterations. These problems prevented its 

successful implementation. 

In 1984, AT&T computer scientist Narendra Karmarkar [37,38] introduced a 

new polynomial time algori thm for linear programming. His projective algorithm 

has complexity O(n3
.
5 L2), where the number of iterations is O(nL), each iteration 

requires O(n2
.
5

) arithmetic operations, and each arithmetic operation requires a 

precision of O(L) bits. He also claimed that his method was up to 50 times faster 

than the simplex method. In 1986, Adler, Karmarkar, Resende, and Veiga [2] 

reported the results of implementing an interior point method called the dual affine 

algorithm. Since then, significant research in this area has described both the theory 

and implementation of the projective algorithm and its variants. See Adler et al. [2], 

Gill et al. [30,31], Choi et a.1. [13], Marsten et al. [59,60], McShane et al. [61], and 
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Lustig et al. [57,58]. 

In this chapter, several variants of the interior point method are covered, in 

particular the primal-dual barrier method. Also, we describe six algorithms for 

Cholesky factorization. Finally, we examine dense column handling techniques, 

which save storage and reduce arithmetic operations in Cholesky factorization. 

We use the following notation throughout the remainder of this work. The 

primal linear program in standard form is 

subject to Ax - b, 

x ~ 0, 

(2.1) 

where A is an m x n matrix. Any LP can be transformed to the form (2.1) (see, 

e.g., Chvatal [14]). 

The dual of (2.1) is 

subject to ATy + z - c, 

z > 0, 

where y is unconstrained in sign, and z is a vector of slack variables. 

The primal LP with bounded variables is 

subject to Ax - b, 

° ~ x < u. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

We will assume that Uj < 00, J - 1,2, ... , n, although this assumption is not 
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restrictive. Introducing slack variables for the upper bounds in (2.3), we have 

mm cTx 

subject to Ax - b, 
(2.4) 

x+s - u, 

x > 0, s > 0, 

and its dual LP is 
max bTy - uTw 

subject to ATy-w+z - c, (2.5) 

w > 0, z > 0. 

2.1 The Primal-dual Barrier Method 

The primal-dual barrier method uses a logarithmic barrier applied to the primal 

and dual LP's, simultaneously. This idea was suggested by Megiddo [62]. Kojima, 

Mizuno, and Yoshise [42] have developed this method. Choi et ai. [13], Monteiro 

[66], McShane et al. [61], Lustig et al. [58], Marsten et ai. [60] and to name of a 

few, have implemented the primal-dual barrier method. The primal-dual barrier 

method is currently the most efficient and successful variant of the interior point 

method. Monteiro and Adler [64] show that the primal-dual barrier algorithm has 

O( n 3 L) complexity and no interior point algorithm to date has a better worst-case 

complexity bound. In [60], Marsten et al. show CPU time comparison between 

their OBI (Optimization with Barriers 1) and AT&T's KORBX1 on large scale 

linear programming problems. The results show that there is no hidden magic in 

KORBX. 

Let us review the primal-dual barrier method as described in Marsten et ai. [60]. 

We are intended in solving the bounded-variable LP (2.3). 

1 KORBX denotes AT&T Alliant FX/8 p<J.rallel computer and Karmarkar's algorithm software 
together. 
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We handle the nonnegativity constraints by applying the logarithmic barrier 

technique described by Fiacco and McCormick [22]. With the barrier parameter 

JL (JL > 0), the primal and dual barrier functions are written as (2.6) and (2.7), 

respectively. 

n n 

min{cT x - JL I:lnxj - JL I:lnsj : Ax = b, x + S = u}, (2.6) 
j=1 j=1 

n n 

max{bTy - uTw + JL I:lnwj + JL I:lnzj: ATy - W + Z = c}. (2.7) 
j=1 j=1 

By applying Lagrange multipliers to the constraints in (2.6) and (2.7), the 

primal Lagrangian function Lp and dual Lagrangian function LD which are uncon

strained optimization problems are obtained as follows: 

n n 

Lp(x, S, y, W,JL) = cT x -It I: lnxj - JL I:lnsj - yT(Ax - b) - wT(x + S - u), 
j=1 j=1 

n n 

LD(x,y,z,W,JL) = bTy -uTw + JL I:lnwj + JL I:lnzj - xT(ATy - W + Z - c). 
j=1 j=1 

These functions have zero-valued derivatives when 

Ax b, (2.8) 

X+S - u, (2.9) 

ATy - W + z - c, (2.10) 

XZe - JLe, (2.11) 

5vVe - JLe, (2.12) 

where X, 5, W, Z are diagonal matrices with entries xj, Sj, Wj, and Zj, respectively. 

It is clear that as JL goes to 0, (2.11) and (2.12) approach the complementary 

slackness conditions for the primal' and dual LP's, namely XjZj = SjWj = o. 
The algorithm assumes the starting point xo, so, wo, zO > 0, and for a given 

JL > 0, performs one iteration of Newton's method on (2.8)-(2.12). In succeeding 

iteration, JL is reduced as described below. 
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The Newton directions satisfy 

Adx - b- Axo , (2.13) 

dx +ds - 0, (2.14) 

AT dy - dw + dz - c - AT yO + W O _ zO, (2.15) 

Zdx + Xdz - J.Le - X Ze, (2.16) 

Wds + Sdw - J.Le - SWe, (2.17) 

where dx , ds , dy , dw , and dz are the direction components corresponding to the vari

ables x, s, y, w, and z, respectively, and e = (1,1, ... ,If. 

After some algebraic manipulation of (2.13)-(2.17), the Newton step vectors 

are obtained as follows: 

dy (A8ATt l A8p(J.L), 

dx 8(A.T dy - p(J.L)), 

ds -elx, 

elz pX-le - Ze - X-I Zdx , 

elw S-l(,le - SlVe + Welx ), 

where 8 = (S-I W + X-I zt 1 and P(fl) = fl(S-1 - X-I)e - (W - Z)e. 

The ratio tests of each variable are 
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The new variables become 

x .- x + apdx , 

s .- s + a pd3 , 

y .- y + aDdy, 

z .- z + aDdz , 

w .- w+aDdw , 

where ap = amin{ax,a3 } and aD = a min{az , a w }. The factor a is chosen to 

prevent contact with the boundary of feasible region and has value 0.995 in OBI. 

At iteration k, the barrier parameter is computed as 

where 

{ 

n2 

¢(n) = ' 
n..,fii, 

if n :5 5000; 

if n > 5000. 

The algorithm terminates when the relative duality gap is small enough, that 

IS, 

cT X - bT Y + u T w 

1 + I bT Y - U T wi < C 

for a predetermined value c (in OBI, c = 10-8
). 

2.2 Variations of the Interior Point Method 

In this section, we cover three variants of interior point algorithms, i. e., the dual 

barrier, dual affine, and primal projective methods. 
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2.2.1 The Dual Barrier Method 

The dual barrier method uses a barrier to handle inequality constraints, creating 

a barrier function which is a combination of the objective function and weighted 

inequality constraints. There are several barrier methods available to treat inequal

ity constraints. All studies relevant to the interior point method are based on the 

. logarithmic barrier. Barrier function methods require a feasible starting point and 

generate a sequence of feasible solutions. 

In 1988, Gill et al. [31] applied the logarithmic barrier method to the dual LP 

with simple bounded variables. Marsten has also implemented the same barrier 

method, including simple bounded and free variables. Let us use the DLP (2.2) 

to express the dual barrier method. With the barrier parameter J1, (J1, > 0), a 

logarithmic barrier function fey, J1,) of the DLP (2.2) becomes 

n 

f(y,J1,) = bT Y+J1,Lln(ci -Afy)· (2.18) 
i=l 

The logarithmic barrier function (2.18) is an unconstrained optimization prob

lem. Since the vector y is free, an initial feasible solution ZO can arbitrarily be 

chosen. It does not require the phase 1 to handle artificial variables (sometimes 

called single-phase dual barrier method). The next step is to solve (2.18) by using 

Newton's method. The dual logarithmic barrier method has the same solution 

procedures as the primal-dual barrier method. 

2.2.2 The Dual Affine Method 

In the open literature, Adler et at. [2] reported the first implementation of an inte

rior point algorithm and implementation techniques using an affine scaling method 

(see [1] for data structures) (Hooker [34] calls it the dual affine scaling method.). It 

was later observed that Dikin (1967) [15] had proposed such an algorithm. Adler 
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et al. use maximization form (dual LP) of the objective function subject to inequal

ity constraints, where variables are free. With one slack vector to obtain equality 

constraints in the dual LP, they apply an affine transformation to the slack vector 

in place of the projective transformation of Karmarkar's original algorithm. Their 

method finds the primal solution after solving the dual LP. When the problem size 

increases, their implementation results show that their affine variant outperforms 

the simplex method and its increase in speed relative to the simplex method is 

outstanding. Monma and Morton [63], and Vanderbei [81] have reported imple

mentations of the affine scaling algorithm with free variables. Marsten et al. [59] 

have extended the dual affine scaling algorithm to allow simple upper bounded and 

free variables. Their work also includes the simplex method to recover an optimal 

basis upon completion of the algorithm. 

The affine algorithm can be applied to the primal LP. A primal-dual affine 

algorithm is also possible. In [65], Moteiro and Adler show that the primal-dual 

affine method has a polynomial bound. 

Let us briefly review the dual affine algorithm. The primal linear programming 

problem (PLP) to be solved is (2.1) and its DLP is (2.2). 

At each iteration k, let zk denote an n-vector of nonnegative slack variables. 

Then the DLP constraint at iteration k becomes 

Let denote diagonal matrix 0 1
/

2 = diag{l/ z}, 1/ z~, . .. , 1/ z~} and define 

By using (2.19), the DLP (2.2) at iteration k becomes 

max{bT y : AT y + e-1
/

2w = c, w 2': OJ. 

(2.19) 
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The algorithm makes a step of the form : 

where dy and dw are direction vectors of y and w, respectively. 

The direction vectors must satisfy 

(2.20) 

After some manipulation of (2.20), (2.20) is rewritten: 

or equivalently becomes 

(2.21) 

Multiplying through (2.21) by A0 1/ 2 gives 

(2.22) 

From (2.22), the direction vector dy becomes 

(2.23) 

Let us check the objective function of one step of the direction vector. 

The improvement rate of the objective function becomes 

(2.24) 

Since the objective function is maximization form, (2.24) has positive value. By 

plugging (2.23) into (2.24), we get 

(2.25) 
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The maximum value of (2.25) is obtained when the direction vector dw is 

(2.26) 

After plugging (2.26) into (2.23), the direction vector dy becomes 

(2.27) 

From (2.26), the direction vector of slack variables is 

Our objective is to find the primal solution. For this purpose, Adler et al. [2] 

suggests the following problem for given zk. 

(2.28) 

which means minimization of the violation of the complementary slackness, subject 

to Ax = b. 

Applying the Lagrangian multiplier 7r to (2.28) becomes 

71 

L(x,7r) = '2)zjXj? + 7rT(Ax - b). (2.29) 
j=l 

By solving (2.29) with Lagrange's method, the primal solution becomes 

The dual affine method uses the centering step for the feasible region before 

starting the algorithm [10]. The centei-ing vector pulls down the trajectory from 

t~e boundary to the center of the feasible reason. The problem to be solved for 

the centering vector is 
71 

maxLlnzj. 
j=l 

(2.30) 
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By solving (2.30) by using the Newton's method, the centering vector becomes 

The feasibility vector which is a weighted centering vector is obtained by solving 

the following equation. 
n 

max L: tj In Zj, 

j=l 

(2.31) 

where tj is 1/zj. The Newton's method is applied to (2.31) to get the feasibility 

vector. 

In the initial feasible solution, zO > 0 should hold. If any component of ZO is less 

than 0, it is adjusted by using artificial variables (the same concept as the big-M 

method in the simplex algorithm). 

2.2.3 The Primal Projective Method 

With respect to the interior point method, Gill et al. [30] are the first group to apply 

the logarithmic barrier technique to the primal LP (a primal barrier method). They 

call their method the projected Newton barrier method, whereas the Karmarkar 

algorithm is called the projective method. With an appropriate barrier parameter, 

their method is shown to be equivalent to Karmarkar's projective method. 

Let us review the primal projective method. By applying the logarithmic barrier 

to the primal LP (2.1), the subproblem to be solved is 

minF(x) = {cT x -11 tlnxj : Ax = b}, 
)=1 

(2.32) 

where scalar parameter J1 (11 > 0) is the barrier parameter and updated at every 

iteration. 

The Newton search direction dB should minimize F(x) in (2.32) and maintain 

feasibility. The value with one step Newton direction of F(x) is represented by 
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using the Taylor series of F(x + dB) with the second order derivative as follows: 

(2.33) 

where the gradient of F(xk ) is 9 = \1F(xk ) = C - J.L/x and the Hessian matrix of 

F(xk
) is H = \12 F(x k

) = J.L/X% = J.L8- 1
• The last two terms of (2.33) represents the 

. amount of change from the Newton direction vector dB. Under feasibility condition, 

the problem to be solved becomes 

(2.34) 

By applying Lagrangian multiplier 7l" to (2.34), the Lagrangian function L(dB ,7l") 

becomes 

. {Td 1 T T} mm 9 B + '2dB HdB - 7l" AdB • 

The required solutions of (2.35) satisfy 

AdB O. 

Multiplying through (2.36) by 8 1/ 2 gives 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

where 7l" is the column space of 8 1/ 2 AT and also the row space of A01/ 2 • In (2.38), 

if we define 7'B = (8 1/ 2C - J.Le) - 8 1
/

2 AT 7l", 7'B is a residual. From (2.37), we get 

(2.39) 

In algebraic point, 7'B in (2.39) lies in the null space of A01/ 2• 

We get the optimal value 7l" by solving the following least squares problem: 
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The projected Newton barrier search direction dB becomes 

Then, the new variable becomes 

where a is chosen so that F(Xk+l) < F(xk). 

2.3 The Cholesky Factor 

All variants of the interior point algorithm (including the original Karmarkar pro

jective algorithm) have to solve a SPD system at every iteration. Let us denote 

the SPD matrix arising in interior point algorithms as follows: 

(2.40) 

where the matrix A8AT is m x 1n and 8 is a diagonal matrix that is changed at 

every iteration. The form of 8 depends on the form of the LP and the particular 

algorithm being applied. 

The linear system to be solved in the interior point method can be represented 

by: 

(2.41 ) 

where dy is a solution vector and r is a modified right-hand-side vector. Solving 

(2.41) is the key step of any interior point algorithm and takes 80-90% or more 

of the computation time on large or dense problems. Generally, linear systems of 

form (2.41) are not solved by explicit inverse as dy = (A0AT)-lr. Especially, if the 

matrix is sparse, the explicit inverse doesn't usually preserve the sparsity structure 

and is not compatible with sparse matrix storage schemes. Instead, (2.41) is solved 
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by decomposition methods such as QR factorization, pre-conditioned conjugate 

gradient method, or Cholesky factorization. 

Most methods for solving (2.41) are based on Cholesky factorization. The 

Cholesky factorization of the SPD matrix A8AT can be written as: 

A8AT = £17, (2.42) 

where £ is a lower triangular matrix. A variant of (2.42) is 

(2.43) 

where L is a unit lower-triangular matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with strictly 

positive elements djj. The relationship between (2.42) and (2.43) is 

From here on, (2.42) and (2.43) are used interchangeably to denote Cholesky factor

ization. In this study, (2.43) is used in order to avoid the square root computation. 

The sparse SPD system (2.41) to be solved becomes 

(2.44) 

The solution steps of (2.44) are 

1. let LT dy = g, Dg = z, and Lz = r; 

2. solve Lz = r for z (forward substitution); 

3. scale z by D-1 to produce g; 

4. solve LT dy = 9 for dy (backward substitution). 

In order to simplify notation, let us denote M = A8AT and its Cholesky 

factorization IvI = LDLT. The formula for computing each element of L is 

j-l 

lij = (mjj - L dkkljklik)/djj, for i > j. (2.45) 
k=l 
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Each element of D is computed as follows: 

j-l 

d jj = mjj - L:: dkkl;k' (2.46) 
k=l 

In order to compute I ij , the values of d kk and Ijk for k < j and d jj must be computed 

in advance. Computing d jj requires Ijk and d kk for k < j. 

It is well known that there are several algori thms to perform the Cholesky 

factorization. These algorithms are classified according to the way in which ele

ments of L are stored and accessed. They are row Cholesky (bordering method), 

column Cholesky (inner product), and submatrix Cholesky (outer product), each of 

which has two computational methods depending on how the indices i,j, and k are 

nested in the computation of (2.45) and (2.46). Each method has its advantages 

and disadvantages depending on memory access pattern, vectorization, and other 

considerations [16,24,25,48]. 

In the row Cholesky algorithm (ijl.: and ikj), the computation of the ith row 

requires access to the previous i-I rows of L. The diagonal element dii is com

puted from entries in the ith row. If matrix L is stored in a row-major order, a 

major portion of row i and i + 1 can be computed simultaneously (called type 2 

precedence) in the ijk form. However, the ikj form has serial precedence (called 

type 1 precedence) of the ith and (i + l)st row computations. This computational 

sequence is not compatible with a column-major storage scheme for L. 

In the column Cholesky algorithm (jik and jki), the jth column computation 

requires access to the rectangular part of L below row j and to the left of column 

j. The j i k form has type 1 precedence relation over the columns. Parallelism can 

not be obtained from the outer loop. Also, if L is stored in column-major order, 

the access pattern is opposite to the storage scheme. On the other hand, in the 

j ki permutation, updates to column j are performed a column at a time, where 

column computations have type 2 precedence. The column update is actually a 
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SAXPY operation (see Chapter 6). 

The submatrix Cholesky algorithm has kij and kji forms. After computation 

of column k, the triangular part of the remaining submatrix of L is updated. The 

kji form by column modification has type :1 precedence (the first task should begin 

before the second task can begin.). The kij form is incompatible with column

major storage of L and suffers from type 1 precedence. 

It is well known that ordering of rows and columns of a sparse symmetric matrix 

affects the number of fill-ins created during Cholesky factorization. The problem 

of minimizing the fill-in is computationally intractable, i.e., NP-complete [83]. 

Thus, matrix permutation for minimum fill-ins is obtained by using graph-based 

heuristics such as minimum degree ordering [27,28] or multiple minimum-degree 

ordering [45,28]. The multiple minimum-degree heuristic is much faster than the 

minimum degree ordering heuristic, but it gives results of comparable quality. The 

permutation of matrix !vI = A8A? is determined by the permutation of rows of 

A. In this study we assume that a given matrix M has already been ordered by 

any method to minimize the fill-in of the Cholesky factor L. 

2.4 Dense Matrix Handling 

When the original matrix A has dense columns, A0AT will be very dense and 

its Cholesky factor L will also be very dense. Dense matrix L requires very large 

storage to save iii' Factorization time is also high, because floating point compu

tation of L is applied to all logical nonzeros. Two popular ways to handle these 

problems are the Schur complement and conjugate gradient method. Gill et ai. [31], 

Choi et ai. [13], and Marsten [60] use the Schur complement (see [58] for detailed 

description and test results in OBl). Adler et ai. [2] use the conjugate gradient 

method. 
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2.4.1 The Schur Complement 

When the original matrix A has dense columns, A can be divided into two sub

matrices consisting of sparse and dense columns, which we denote A" and Ad, 

respectively. Then 

n 

A8AT = L OjAjAJ = A"0,,A; + Ad0 dAI, 
j=l 

where OJ is the jth diagonal element of matrix 8, and 0" and 0d denote sparse 

and dense parts of the matrix 8, respectively. From (2.41), the system to be solved 

becomes 

(2.47) 

Cholesky factorization of the sparse pa~t produces 

By defining V = Ad8y2, (2.47) can be rewritten: 

(2.48) 

Some manipulation to (2.48) gives 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

After plugging dy of (2.49) into (2.50) and rearranging, the unknown vector p 

is obtained by solving 

where 

Cp = {3, 

C - 1+ VT(LDLTtlV, 

{3 - - VT(LDLT)-lr. 
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If the original matrix A has k dense columns, the matrix C is a k x k small 

dense matrix and can be solved by Cholesky factorization. After p is obtained, it 

is plugged into (2.49) to find the required solution vector dy • 

2.4.2 The Conjugate Gradient Method 

Assume the matrix A has dense columns and is divided into sparse and dense 

columns as in Section 2.4.1. The Cholesky factorization of the sparse part is 

Multiplying through (2.47) by L-l yields 

It follows that 

L-l(As 8 s A; + Ad8 dADcL-T LT)dy _ L-1r, 

L-1(LLT + Ad8 dADL-T(LT dy ) _ (L-1r), 

(I + L-1 Ad8 dAjL-T)(LT dy ) _ (L-1r). 

Now let us define 

f.l = LT dy , 

f = L-1 r, 

Q - 1+ L-1A d8 dArL-T. 

Then the dense system to be solved becomes 

Qf.l = f· (2.51) 

By applying the conjugate gradient algorithm [29] to (2.51), the unknown vector 

/1 is computed. The required solution vector dy is obtained by solving LT dy = /1. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ELIMINATION TREE 

Undirected graphs are useful tools in the study of sparse symmetric matrices 

[71,27,17]. A given sparse symmetric matrix M can be represented by its asso

ciated graph G(M) = (X(lvI), E(lvI)), where nodes in X(M) correspond to rows 

or columns of the matrix and edges in E( M) correspond to nonzero entries. When 

mij i= 0, there is an edge between node i and j in the graph. In this study we 

assume that M is positive definite as well as sparse and symmetric. 

Given the Cholesky factorizaLion iI/I = LLT, we define the filled matrix F = 
L + LT. The associated filled graph is G(F) = (X(lvI), E(F)). In the case of a 

decomposable matrix 111 (i. e., lvI can be permuted to block diagonal form with more 

than one block), G(1I1) and G(F) will contain a connected component for each such 

block. Reducible matrices are a common occurrence in interior point algorithms, 

and we will extend the graph theory of sparse matrices to handle them. 

One of the novel graphs that are related to sparse symmetric matrices is the 

elimination tree. The elimination tree associated with a sparse symmetric matrix 

shows the precedence relations of Gaussian elimination operations on the matrix. 

Duff and Reid [19] use an assembly tree to determine the assembly sequence in 

the multifrontal numerical factorization. Schreiber [73] was the first to define the 

elimination tree structure for a relative row index scheme. Liu [46,56] has extended 

the definition of the elimination tree and exploited several of its useful properties. 

In this chapter, we will describe the application of graph theory to efficiently 

compute the Cholesky factor L of a matrix M arising in interior point algorithms. 
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Since sparse SPD matrices formed in interior point algorithms are not well-behaved 

systems such as those arising in finite element problems, we will extend some of the 

properties of sparse symmetric matrices to handle the difficulties that arise. This 

study uses the notation and graph-theoretic terminology associated with sparse 

matrix computation in [17,27,71J. The general terminology of data structures is 

discussed in more detail in [3,35,41,80,82J. 

3.1 Elimination Tree Creation 

The elimination tree T(lvI) = G(X(lvI), Et(M)) of a matrix M is defined by a 

Parent vector. It has the same node set as G(M) and is a connected graph if M 

is irreducible. This structure is defined by using the lower triangular matrix L as 

follows: 
Definition 3.1 

Pal'cnt(j) = min{i I/ij ~ 0, for i > n. 
For completeness, Pal'cnt(m) = ° is defined. In terms of matrix L, Parent(j) is 

the row index of the first sub-diagonal nonzero in column j. The edge set Et(M) . 

includes the edges of G(F) connecting node j and Parent(j) for all j. 

If the factor matrix L is not known in advance, Definition 3.1 can't be used. 

Matrix reordering schemes for specific factorization methods or computer architec

tures require the elimination tree before symbolic factorization. To cope with this 

requirement, the elimination tree is obtained by using the reachable set operator. 

Let us examine the reachable set operator. 

Definition 3.2 Reach(y, S) = {x rf. S I X is reachable from y through S}, where S 

is a subset of nodes in a 8 T(J,P h. 

The relationship between the reachable set and L is represented by the following 

theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1 [27} lij i= ° if and only if Xi E ReachG(M)(Xj, {Xl, X2,··· ,Xj-d). 

Theorem 3.1 says that node Xi can be reached from node Xj through a set of nodes 

{XI, X2, ... , X j_ d and that there is an edge between (Xi, X j) in the filled graph 

G(F). By using Theorem 3.1, we can define the elimination tree as follows: 
Definition 3.3 

By using a path comparison technique without balancing, the elimination tree is 

determined in O( m log m) time [56], where m is the number of rows/columns. 

Definition 3.1 is used to detect supernodes, as discussed in Chapter 5 and 

Definition 3.3 is employed to permute the matrix M using equivalent sparse matrix 

reordering discussed in Chapter 4. 

In order to describe the relationship between the Cholesky factor L and graphs 

of sparse matrices, let us examine one example. Figure 3.1 is an example of the 

Cholesky factor L of 111, where off-diagonal nonzeros of M are denoted by "at" and 

fill-ins by "0". The undirected graph G(M) is given in Figure 3.3. If mij i= 0, 

there is an edge (i,j) in Figure 3.3. The filled graph G(F) is constructed from the 

the Cholesky factor L. If lij i= 0, there is an edge (i,j). The elimination graph 

Gi after removing node i and introducing filled edges denotes the remaining nodes 

and edges. Thus, Go becomes G(.II1). Gaussian elimination on M and elimination 

of the corresponding vertex in the elimination graph have direct relationship. Let 

us first study this relationship using .111 in Figure 3.1 and its undirected graph in 

Figure 3.3. 

Step 1 Node 1 elimination in Go : node 1 was connected to node 2. Gaussian 

elimination of column 1 of !vI is related to m21' 

Step 2 Node 2 elimination in G} : node 2 was a independent node. Gaussian 

elimination of column 2 is not related to other elements. 
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Step 3 Node 3 elimination in G2 : node 3 was connected to node 7. Gaussian 

elimination of column 3 is related to m73. 

Step 4 Node 4 elimination in G3 : node 4 was connected to node 5. Column 4 

elimination is related to mS4. 

Step 5 Node 5 elimination in Gs : Node 5 was connected to node 7 and 9. In Gs, 

there is the path (X7, Xs, Xg). Hence, when node Xs is eliminated, the edge 

(X7' Xg) is created. Gaussian elimination of column 5 of M is related to row 

7 and 9. During mgS elimination, a new fill-in is created in the location of 

row 9 and column 7. 

Step 6, 7, 8, 9 The same concept is applied to Gj and M. There are no additional 

fill-ins from the elimination of the remaining nodes. 

By Theorem 3.1, reachable operators applied to G(M) also gives the structure 

of L. For example, let us use G(1I1) in Figure 3.3. To simplify the procedure, let 

us define Sj = {Xl,"" Xi}. 

Reachc(AI)( Xl! So) - {X2} 

Reachc(M)(X2! Sd - 0 

Reachc (lIl)(X3! S2) {X7 } 

Reachc(M)(X,,, S3) {xs} 

Reachc(M)(XS! Sol) - {X7, Xg} 

Reachc(M)(X6! Ss) {X7!XS} 

Reachc (M)(X7! S6) - {xs!Xg} 

Reachc(M)( xs! S7) - {Xg} 

Reachc(lIl)( Xg! Ss) 0 
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• o. 9 

Figure 3.1: Cholesky factor L of matrix M. 

I Node 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91 
I Parent 12 0 7 5 7 7 8 9 01 

Table 3.1: Parent vector of the elimination tree in Figure 3.5. 

In terms of matrix L, ReachC(M)( Xi, {Xl, ... ,Xi-I}) denotes the set of row in

dices of column i of L. By following the above steps, the filled graph G(F) are given 

in Figure 3.4. In Figure 3.4, the bold edge between node 7 and node 9 represents 

a fill-in created during the node elimination. 

By using Definition 3.1 ur 3.3, an elimination tree of the matrix L of Figure 3.1 

is given in Figure 3.5 and the Parent vector of the elimination tree is shown in 

Table 3.1. The sparse SPD matrices arising in the interior point algorithm are 

often reducible. If the matrix JI1 is reducible, the elimination tree is not a con

nected graph. In Figure 3.5, nodes 1 and 2, and the remaining nodes form two 

separate graphs (also see Figure 3.3 and 3.4). The separate elimination trees can 

be arbitrarily joined to form a connected graph. How this joining is done would 

affect the performance of the numerical factorization algorithm. We will explore 

this subject in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.2: Filled matrix F of Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.3: Undirected graph G(M) of Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.4: Filled graph G(F) of Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.5: Elimination tree T(M) of Figure 3.1. 
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3.2 Properties of the Elimination Tree 

If the last node number of T(M) is Xm (where m is the number of rows/columns 

in matrix M), T(M) = T(xm) holds. The subtree T(xv) of node Xv denotes the 

elimination tree rooted at Xv' When W E T(xv), the node w is called a descendant 

of Xv and Xv is an ancestor of node w. If a node has descendants, it is called an 

interior node in the elimination tree. If not, it is a leaf node. Nodes that have 

the same parent are called the parent's child nodes. These relations determine the 

precedence order followed in the sparse factorization process. Columns on which 

computation of column j depends correspond to the nodes in the subtree T(xi)' 

Schreiber [73] and Liu [46,56] exploit a number of properties of the elimination 

tree related to the sparse elimination process. We restate some of the important 

properties of the elimination tree relevant to this study without proof and extend 

some of them for our purposes. 

Theorem 3.2 [56} The elimination tree T(M) of a connected graph G(M) IS a 

depth-first searchlree of the filled graph G(F) of M. 

Pr'oposition 3.3 [56} If Xi is a proper ancestor node of Xi in the elimination tree, 

then i > j, 

Theorem 3.4 [73} Let i > j. If Iii f. 0, then the node Xi is an ancestor of Xj m 

the elimination tree. 

Corollary 3.5 [56} Lei T(xj) and T(xi) be two disjoint subtrees of the elimination 

tree. Then for all Xs E T(xd and Xt E T(xi), 1st = O. 

Theorem 3.6 [72} Let i > j. Then Iii f. 0 if and only if there exists a path 

in the graph G( M) such that all s1lbscripts in {PI,' .. ,pd are less than j. 
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Theorem 3. 7 {56} Let i > j. Then lij =1= 0 if and only if there exists a path 

in the graph G(M) such that {PI,'" ,ptl ~ T(Xj). 

Proposition 3.8 T(lvI) is a forest of k elimination trees, T(UI), ... , T(Uk), and 

. Ui is a root node of T( Ui), if and only if the matrix M decomposes into k matrices 

Mt, ... , Mk, where a set of nodes in the elimination tree T(Ui) become indices in 

Mi. 

Proof: "if part " : Let us define Xi E T(Ui) and Xj E T(uj). Then, by Corollary 3.5, 

lij = 0 and mij = 0 hold for all Xi E T(ud.and Xj E T(uj). This relation holds for 

all indices in different elimination trees. Thus, the matrix M decomposes into k 

matrices. 

"only if part" : Clearly, if there are k mat.rices, there are k elimination trees. 0 

Corollary 3.9 If there are k sepamte components in the elimination forest, T( Ul), 

T(U2),"" T(Uk), then the roots Hi of each of the trees are depicted to have Parent(ui) 

= 0, for i = 1,2, ... ,k. 

3.2.1 Row Structure of the Cholesky Factor 

Liu [46] has proposed a. new row storage scheme for Cholesky factorization using 

the elimination tree. This is in contrast to Sherman's compressed column scheme 

[74]. Liu also shows that the amount of storage overhead required for indexing is 

always bounded above by the number of nonzeros in the original matrix M. For the 

row structure, he introduces several properties of the elimination tree as follows: 

Theorem 3.10 !4 6} iij =1= a if and only if the node Xj is an ancestor of some node 

Xk in the elimination tree, where mik =1= o. 
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Theorem 3.10 is used to create the row structure of the Cholesky factor. Let Tr(Xi) 

denote the ith row structure of the Cholesky factor. Tr(Xi) is a sub-elimination 

tree which includes all nodes on the path from Xk to Xi in the elimination tree, that 

IS, 

Corollary 3.11 {46} The node Xj is a leaf in the row subtree Tr(Xi) if and only if 

mij =1= 0 and for every propcr descendant Xk of Xj in T(M), mik = O. 

Corollary 3.11 says that the ro~v subtree is relevant to the column dependence of 

linked list operations of the column Cholesky factorization (see Chapter 6). 

Corollary 3.12 means that the node Xj belongs to the row subtree Tr(Xi). 

3.2.2 Column Structure of the Cholesky Factor 

For a graph G and a node v in G, we use ACYG( v) to denote a set of nodes adjacent 

to v in G. For a subset S of nodes, the adjacent set o.~ Sin G, AdjG(S), is defined: 

AdjG(S) = {x rf. S / x E AdjG(v), for some v E S}. 

The following results hold for graphs of irreducible and reducible matrices. 

Theorem 3.13 {56} The struct'llTC of col1Lmn j of the Cholesky factor L is given 

by 

Theorem 3.13 gives the locations of off-diagonal non zeros in the column associated 

with the node Xj in the Cholesky factor. Hence, the number of off-diagonal nonzeros 

in column v is the same as /AdjG(M)(T(v»/. This property is useful for composite 

rotations, discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Corollary 3.14 [56J AdjG(M)(T(xj)) U{Xj} is a clique (complete subgraph) in the 

filled graph G(F). 

Corollary 3.15 [56J For the subset of nodes T(xj), 

3.2.3 Nonzero Counts of the Cholesky Factor 

As we not·ed Section 3.2.2, it is easy to compute the number of off-diagonal non zeros 

in each column of L by using the elimination tree and adjacent node information of 

the graph G(Al). However, the number of non zeros in a row is not easy to compute. 

With Liu's procedure using the row subtree of the elimination tree [46,56], we can 

compute the number of nonzeros in rows and columns of L. These results are used 

for matrix reordering. 

Let 1](L i.) and 1](LAj) be the number of non zeros in the ith row and jth column 

of the factor matrix L, respectively, including the diagonal elements. The storage 

requirement for L can be computed with only the original matrix M and its elimi

nation tree. The total number of nonzeros 1](L) in the factor L and the number of 

multiplicative computations f-l(L) for Cholesky factorization is computed as follows 

[27]: 
Tn 

17(L) = L1](L. j ), 

j=l 

Tn 

fl(L) = L(17(L.j ) - l)(1](L .. J + 2)/2. 
j=l 

3.3 Data Structure fOl' the E.Iimination Tree 

To efficiently represent the elimination tree and easily adapt the node number 

updates from the elimination tree rotation, we add two more m-arrays, Son and 

Brother. The vectors Parent and Son have direct relations in the elimination tree. 
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I Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91 
Parent 2 0 7 5 7 7 8 9 0 

Son 0 1 0 0 4 0 3 7 8 

Brother 0 0 5 0 6 0 0 0 0 

Table 3.2: Data structure of the elimination tree in Figure 3.5. 

If i = Parent(j) and j is the leftmost of the child nodes in the elimination tree, 

then j = Son(i). The remaining children of i are linked to node j through the array 

Brother. In this study, we call the Parent, Son, and Brother vectors family vectors. 

The data structure of the elimination tree in Figure 3.5 is shown in Table 3.2. Note 

that Table 3.2 has two zero parent values, because the factor matrix L is reducible. 

One way to recover an ordering of rows and columns of M from T( M) is to 

traverse T( M) in pOsio7·de'r, i. e., recursively traverse the subtree rooted at the 

children of the root of T, then eliminate the root of T. The children of a node j are 

assumed to be eliminated in the order in which they are linked in the Brother array. 

Note that this order can be changed without affecting the structure of T(M). It is 

a simple matter to update the data structure for T(M) to reflect such a reordering .. 

3.4 Symbolic Factorization 

The symbolic factorization of 111 describes the location of the non zeros in the 

Cholesky factor L (see [27,26] for detailed description). Since the nonzero structure 

of L is independent of the value of the nonzero entries of M, the data structure for 

L can be constructed once and reused for any !vI with the same structure. This is 

particularly useful in interior point methods, where M = AGAT changes at each 

i~eratiori, but its nonzero structure does not. In addition, some reordering schemes 

for improving the performance of the numerical factorization make use of the data 
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structure produced by the symbolic factorization to find a new elimination order

ing, represented by a permutation matrix P. The reordered matrix PMpT is then 

factored. For this purpose, Theorem 3.13 is rewritten~o Theorem 3.16. 

Theorem 3.16 If node j has t children in the elimination tree with nodes num-

bered in postorder, then the following relation holds: 

S, 
AdjG(lv/)(T(j)) = U AdjG(M)(T(k))U AdjG(M)(j), 

k=sl 

where Sk is the kth child of node j. 

Theorem 3.16 says that the nonzero locations of a column in L only depend on 

the locations of nonzeros in columns corresponding to child nodes and on adjacent 

nodes of G(M). 

Corollary 3.17 If j is a leaf node of the elimination tree, then {i I/ij =1= 0, i > 

n = {i liE AdjG(M)(j), i > n· 
Corollary 3.17 means that the rows containing off-diagonal nonzeros of a column 

corresponding to a leaf node in the elimination tree are exactly the nodes corre

sponding to adjacent nodes with larger index in the graph G(M). 

Using the elimination tree with nodes numbered in postorder, Theorem 3.16 

and Corollary 3.17 suggest the following Algorithm 3.1. for symbolic factorization: 

Algorithm 3.1 : Symbolic Factorization using the Elimination Tree 

for j := 1 to m do begin 

if Son(j) = 0 then /* leaf node * / 

for k E AdjG(M)U) and k > j do begin 

put k into row index set of column j j 

end 

else 1* not leaf node * / 



for 8 E {child nodes of node j} do begin 

for k E {row indices of column s} and k > j do begin 

put k into row index set of column j; 

end 

end 

for k E AdjG(M)U) and k > j do begin 

put k into row index set of column j; 

end 

end if 

end 
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Note that Algorithm 3.1 works for the elimination tree of irreducible and reducible 

matrices. Also, Liu [56] suggests symbolic factorization algorithms by columns 

and by rows. His symbolic factorization based on columns is similar to Algorithm 

3.1. He uses linked lists for maintaining child nodes. In symbolic factorization by 

rows, there is a potential for parallelism. An implementation for message-passing 

multiprocessors is described in [84]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EQUIVALENT SPARSE MATRIX REORDERING 

As noted previously, the original matrix M is reordered to minimize the number of 

fill-ins created during Gaussian elimination. In this chapter, we start with the 

matrix M reordered by any fill-minimizing heuristic. Our objective is to find 

an ordering P such that the permuted matrix PM pT is best suited for various 

numerical factorization methods and computer architectures, and has no additional 

fill-in compared to !vI. 

4.1 Test Problems 

Computational tests of the results in this chapter are made using the ten sample 

problems outlined in Table 4.1. These problems represent various applications of 

linear programming, including stochastic modeling in forestry, routing, refinery 

operations, and airline crew scheduling. They are drawn from the Netlib test set 

[23] and from other sources. The test problems in Table 4.1 are ordered according 

to the sum of the numbers of rows and columns. The dimensions of the original 

problem (the A matrix) are given in Table 4.2. These figures are from the output 

of a preprocessor that fixes variables and removes redundant constraints before 

performing the multiple minimum-degree ordering of Liu [45]. Table 4.3 gives the 

dimensions of the AAT matrix and the number of fill-ins in the factor matrix L. 

Note that the number of non zeros given for AAT is for the lower triangle only. 
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I Model II Description 

GROW22 Economic growth model 

TEST3 Oil refinery model 

MILT Oil refinery model 

SCFXM3 N/A 

NESM N/A 

STOCFOR2 Stochastic forestry planning 

CZPROB N/A 

PIMS2 Oil refinery model 

AA2 Airline crew scheduling 

SHIP12L Product distribution 

Table 4.1: Test models (N/ A = origin not available). 

A 

Model Rows Columns Nonzeros Density (%) 

GROW22 440 946 8252 1.98 

TEST3 364 1212 7481 1.70 

MILT 586 1338 6642 0.85 

SCFXM3 846 1371 7558 0.65 

NESM 646 2923 13256 0.70 

STOCFOR2 2141 2031 8319 0.19 

CZPROB 927 3523 10669 0.33 

PIMS2 2405 3120 19141 0.26 

AA2 531 5198 36359 1 .. 32 

SHIP12L 687 5427 14913 0040 

Table 4.2: Model dimensions. 
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AAT (sub diagonal) L 

Model Columns Nonzeros Density (%) Fill-ins Density (%) 

GROW22 440 4600 4.76 4018 8.92 

TEST3 364 7395 11.19 5015 18.78 

MILT 586 15308 8.93 10683 15.16 

SCFXM3 846 8236 2.30 4736 3.63 

NESM 646 4057 1.95 16976 10.10 

STOCFOR2 2141 12666 0.55 13772 1.15 

CZPROB g'r ~I 6616 1.54 388 1.63 

PIMS2 2405 20201 0.70 43564 2.21 

AA2 531 27191 19.32 57324 60.06 

SHIP12L 687 8145 3.46 471 3.66 

Table 4.3: AAT and Cholesky factor L. 

4.2 Equivalent Sparse Matrix Reordering 

It is well known that for sparse symmetric matrices there exist row and column 

permutations such that factorization of the permuted matrix creates no more fill-

in and has the same number of arithmetic operations as the original [18,73,46,47] .. 

Liu [47,56] calls a permutation matrix P an equivalent reordering if filled graphs of 

M and PM p T have the same structure. Since equivalent reorderings preserve the 

filled graph, the number of llonzeros in L is not changed. On the other hand, the 

equivalent reordering may not preserve the elimination tree structure. There exists 

a class of equivalent reorclcl'ings of a sparse matrix M. The problem is reduced to 

finding the best equivalent reordering for the permutation purpose. 

Tarjan [77J uses the term topological ordering to refer to any ordering on a 

given tree that numbers child nodes before their parent node. The sequence in 

which nodes of a tree are visited during postorder traversal is a typical example 

of topological ordering. Given a sparse symmetric matrix M and its elimination 
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tree T(M), it is clear that, for any two permutations PI and P2 corresponding 

to different topological orderings of the nodes of T(M), PIMPr and P2MPl are 

equivalent reorderings of lvI, (since their filled graphs are isomorplllc). Thus, the 

set of topological reorderings of ],,1 is a subset of the set of equivalent reorderings. 

For example, for the tree of Figure 3.5, the sequence of (1, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9) is a 

topological reordering of the nodes of the tree. The corresponding ordering of the 

rows and columns of the matrix in Figure 3.1 is an equivalent ordering. 

In this chapter we investigate equivalent reorderings by using the filled graph 

G(F). Chapter 6 includes the elimination tree rotation (topological reordering) for 

the adaptive out-of-core Cholesky factorization. The elimination tree rotation is 

also used to minimize the working storage requirement of the multifrontal factor

ization as described in Chapter 7. \Vhen lvI is a reducible matrix, the connected 

components of G(F) correspond to irreducible submatrices of M. In this case, each 

such submatrix is reordered separately. 

4.3 Chordal Graphs and Perfect Elimination Orderings 

A perfect elimination orde'l"ing of the vertices of a graph G is an ordering that 

produces no fill edges during the node elimination process as described in Chapter 3. 

Gaussian elimination performed on ],,1 with its column order corresponding to a 

perfect elimination ordering creates 110 additional fill-in. A graph is chordal if every 

cycle of length 4 or more has a chord, that is, an edge joining non-consecutive 

nodes of the cycle. These graphs are also called triangulated, perfect, rigid-circuit, 

or monotone transiti'ue [32J. Rose [7lJ proves that the filled graph G(F) is chordal, 

where P = L + LT. In addition to applications in the study of sparse matrices, 

chordal graphs have applications in facility location [11] and scheduling problems 

[68]. Below, we recap some important theorems related to chordal graphs, perfect 
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elimination ordering, and equivalent reordering. 

Lemma 4.1 [53} An equivalent reordering on G(M) is a perfect elimination or

dering on G(F). 

Theorem 4.2 [53} G 2S n chordal graph if nnd only if G has a class of perfect 

elimination orderings. 

A minimal fill ordering is such that no other ordering of G( F) generates a filled 

graph that is a proper subgraph of G(F). 

Theorem 4.3 [72,53} Let 111 be ordered initially by a minimal fill ordering. A 

reordering on G(M) is equi·unlent if and only if it is a perfect elimination ordering 

on G(F). 

Corollary 4.4 [53} A Teorrlering on G( F) is equivalent if and only if it corresponds 

to a perfect eliminntion ordering on G(F). 

Based on the above results, equivalent reordering and perfect elimination or

dering can be used interchangea.bly. To find an equivalent reordering, we work on 

the graph G( F) by using properties of the chordal graph. 

Sequential algorithms for testing chordality of a graph include lexicographic 

breadth first search [72,32]' maximum cardinality search [78], maximal element in 

component [75], maximum cardinality neighborhood in component [75]. In [12,67], 

parallel algorithms are introduced to recognize chordal graphs. 

4.4 Parallel Elimination Ordering 

Parallel elimination ordering is an ordering method to efficiently factor sparse sym

metric matrices using parallel programming. Since parallel machines are assumed 

to have more than one processor, the problem is reduced to finding an ordering to 
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improve CPU utilization and minimize make-span elapsed time without increasing 

fill-ins. 

We study parallel elimination ordering to demonstrate the potential benefits 

of implementing interior point algorithms on parallel computers. There are two 

approaches to finding an ordering for parallel elimination. The first approach min

imizes the number of fill-ins in L and completion time of the parallel factorization, 

simultaneously. Alaghband and Jordan [4] studied this approach. Indeed, pur

suing both objectives at a time is conflicting and NP-complete [49]. The second 

approach is a modular one. It provides a parallel elimination ordering under an 

initial fill-reducing ordering. '~Te use the modular approach. Therefore, the initial 

matrix is ordered with minimum fill ordering, and then the parallel elimination 

ordering technique is applicd. 

When the elimination tree is chosen as a study tool for parallel elimination, 

parallel elimination ordering; can use one of the following criteria: 

1. Minimum-height elimination tree, 

2. Load balancing betwecn sub-elimination trees, 

3. Critical path method (CPM). 

The best elimination tree far each criterion may depend on various factors as 

follows [49]: 

• parallel architecture; particularly local memory or shared memory, 

• the number of parallel processors, 

• the algorithm for Cholesky factorization (column, row, or submatrix), 

• the task assignment/scheduling strategy, 
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., the computation-to-communication cost ratio in local-memory machines. 

Until recently, the minimum-height elimination tree has proved to be a good 

ordering to use to solve finite element problems by parallelization. The reason 

is that if the elimination tree has minimum height, there are more chances to 

select leaf nodes during the elimination of the elimination tree nodes (one pivot 

corresponds to one leaf node elimination of the elimination tree.). The minimum

height tree is based on a similar concept to height-balanced or AVL trees [3,82]' 

nfu'1lely a rotation operation that reduces the height of the tree while preserving 

other structural properties. Both types of trees preserve the binary search property. 

The minimum-height elimination tree follows fill-preserving rule (no more fill-ins 

from reordering). 

The problem of finding a minimum-height ordering of the elimination tree is 

computationally intractable, i.e., NP-complete [69]. Jess and Kees [36] have inves

tigated the relationship of G( F) to parallel elimination ordering of sparse symmetric 

matrices. Liu has shown that Jess and Kees's work is an ordering of the matrix 

with minimum-height elimination tree associated with perfect elimination order

ings of the given chordal graph [49J. Liu and Mirzaian [55], and Pothen [70] have 

described efficient implementations of Jess and Kees's algorithm. In [44], Lewis 

et al. have implemented the minimum-height elimination tree ordering using clique 

trees. Their result is of comparable quality to Liu's minimum-height heuristic [49]. 

4.4.1 Chordal Graph and Minimum-Height Elimination Tree 

A parallel elimination ordering which preserves fill-in consists of two steps as fol

lows: 

1. Find an ordering P to minimize fill-ins; 

2. Generate an ordering Q corresponding to a minimum-height elimination tree. 
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Through these two steps, 1111 is permuted to QPMpTQT by P and Q. Thus, QP 

is a composite ordering. 

In order to permute the matrix 1vl for parallel computation, properties of the 

filled graph G(F) are employed. Let us now examine some important terminology 

relevant to chordal graphs. If two nodes are not adjacent, they are called indepen

dent. A node is said to have no or zero deficiency if its adjacency set is a clique 

[71 ,56]. Golumbic [32] calls such a node simplical. 

Lemma 4.5 [32} E-uery chordal graph G(F) has a simplical vertex. Moreover, if 

G(F) is not a cliqne, then it has two nonadjacent simplical vertices. 

By using Lemma 4.5, Jess and Kees [36] devised a parallel elimination algorithm 

for parallel computation. A node v in G(F) can be eliminated without creating fill

in if its adjacency set is a clique. A maximal independent set of simplical vertices 

is eliminated simultaneously. Liu and Mirzaian [55] describe this algorithm in their 

notation as follows: 

Algorithm 4.1: Parallel Elimination 

begin 

Go :=Gj 

i:= OJ 

while Gi f:. <P do begin 

Si := the set of all nodes with no deficiency in Gij 

Ri := a maximum independent subset of Sij 

Gi+1 := Gi - Rij 

i := i + Ij 
end 

end. 
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At iteration i of Algorithm 4.1, the set Ri is eliminated from the chordal graph 

G(F) simultaneously. Nodes in Ri are numbered in any order in the permutation 

sequence. When the subgraph Gi becomes a clique, the "while-loop" eliminates 

nodes one by one. The most difficult part of Algorithm 4.1 to implement is the 

zero-deficiency test for each node. This step is described in following section. 

4.4.2 Zero-deficiency Test and Implementation 

For the zero-deficiency test., we follow Liu's zero deficiency test scheme with some 

modifications. To test zero-deficiency, let Xl,"" xm be a perfect elimination se

quence, and define the following notation. 

• deg(xj) = IAdjC(F)(Xj )1: degree of the node Xj of G(F). 

• Madjc(F)(Xj) = {Xi> Xj 1 Xi E A(ijC(F)(Xj)} : monotone adjacent set of the 

node Xi [71]. 

, • Mdeg(xj) = 1111(uijC(F) (xi)1 : monotone degree of the node Xj. 

• For each node x j, .fj = min {Ie 1 X k E AdjC(F) ( xi) U {xi}}' Ii is the first nonzero 

(including the diagonal) column index of row j in L. Thus, Ii ::; Xj. 

Some properties relevant to the zero-deficiency test are cited from Liu's work 

[55] without proof and are extencled for our purposes. 

Lemma 4.7 The node :l:j has no deficiency in the chordal graph G(F) if and only 

i! Adjc(F)(Xj)U{Xj} ~ l1iW(jC(F)(xfJU{XfJ. 

Corollary 4.8 If jj = j, then the node Xi has no deficiency in the chordal graph 

G(F). 
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Corollary 4.9 The node Xi has no deficiency in the chordal graph G(F) if and 

only if AdjG(F)(Xj)U{Xi} = .AtIadjG(F)(XjJU{Xjj }. 

Theorem 4.10 The node Xj has no deficiency in the chordal graph G(F) if and 

only if deg(xj) = Mdeg(xfJ. 

Theorem 4.10 is used to test for zero-deficiency in the implementation of Algorithm 

4.1. 

The following proposition is related to handling the chordal graph G(F) for 

interior point algorithms. 

Proposition 4.11 If G(F) is disconnected, Algorithm 4.1 can be applied to each 

connected component in tUTn or to the entire graph at once. The elimination trees 

resulting from the two oTdc7'ings are isomorphic, and the ordering is equivalent. 

Proof: If Algorithm 4.1 is applied to the entire graph at once, at each iteration, 

Ri can be divided into several sets of R~k), where R~k) is a set nodes from the 

kth component at iteration i. After termination of the algorithm, {R~k), R~k) , ... } 

can be sequentially numbered, which corresponds to the set when the algorithm 

is applied to each connected component in turn. Thus, the elimination trees from 

both methods are the same shape wi th different node numbers. 0 

It is noted that if G i is not clique, nodes in Ri can not have any family rela

tionship. 

With respect to implementation of interior point algorithms, the minimum

degree ordering of lvI will create no additional fill-in on the filled matrix. Hence, it 

can be regarded as a perfect elimination ordering. The parallel elimination ordering 

can be applicable to the filled graph G(F) of .AtI. 

In an implementation based on the above results, disconnected components of 

the filled graph G(F) are arbitrarily connected. Independent nodes are removed 
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Original ordering With parallel elimination 

Models Max height Leaf nodes Max height Leaf nodes 

GROW22 233 2 233 2 

TEST3 155 76 110 79 

MILT 166 63 148 63 

SCFXM3 187 199 106 199 

NESM 228 146 173 146 

STOCFOR2 149 780 117 780 

CZPROB 27 889 27 889 

PIMS2 313 299 305 325 

AA2 396 38 384 38 

SHIP12L 29 477 28 477 

Table 4.4: l\'Iaximum height of the elimination tree. 

at the beginning of the algorithm. Then, we follow an algorithm described in [55], 

which is an implementation of Algorithm 4.1. The detailed implementation of the 

algorithm is described as Algorithm 4.2 below. 

Table 4.4 shows the maximum heights of the elimination trees of ten test prob

lems with and without parallel elimination orderings. The original ordering of 

GROW22 and CZPROB gives a tree of the same height as the minimum-height 

elimination tree. AA2 and SHIP12L have almost the same height as before. How

ever, some sample problems, sHch as TEST3, SCFXM3, and NESM have shorter 

trees after parallel elimin<l tion ordering even though the number of leaf nodes is 

almost the same as before. I3ecause of this, they should exhibit significant perfor-

mance improvement during; parallel numerical factorization. 



Algorithm 4.2: Parallel Elimination 

begin 

So := cPj 

for j := 1 to n do begin 

sort Adj (x j) in ascending orderj 

compute deg(xj) and !vI deg(xj)j 

mark(xj) := OJ 

if deg(xj) = MdefJ(xfJ then add Xj to So 

endj 

i:= OJ 

Go := Gj 

while Gi f= cP do begin 

Ri := cPj 

Si+l := cPi 

for each Xk E Si do begin 

end; 

if mark(xk) = i then begin 

add Xk to Ri ; 

end 

for each node Xj E Adjc;(Xk) in ascending order do begin 

deg(:t:j) := deg(xj) -1; 

end 

if j < k then J1;Ideg(xj) := Mdeg(xj) -lj 

if dCfJ(.'t:j) = .Mdeg(xf)) and mark(xj) ~ i 

then add Xj to Si+l and set mark(xj) := i + 1 

Gi+l := Gi - R i; 
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end. 

t := i + 1 

end 

60 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUPERNODES 

As we discussed in Chapter 3, a sparse symmetric matrix can be represented by 

an undirected graph. The process of Gaussian elimination performed on the ma

trix can be described by the node elimination process on the graph. George and 

Liu [27] first used the supcrnode concept to reduce the amount of work needed 

to generate reachable sets. They generate a supernode by coalescing connected 

eliminated nodes. The coalesced nodes are treated as if they were a single node. 

This approa.ch is used to reduce CPU time in numerical factorization by minimiz

ing sparse vector operatiolls in a general sparse column Cholesky algorithm. It 

is also used to reduce index matching operations and perform k-step factorization 

in the multi frontal method. In the following discussion, the terms "general sparse 

method" and "column Cholesky" are llsed interchangeably. Also, columns of M' 

and nodes of G(M) are idelltificd. 

5.1 The Supernode Concept 

The rules for combining nodes into supernodes differ between the column Cholesky 

and the multifrontal algorithms. This section describes the definition of a sup ern

ode when used in the column Cholesky method. Section 5.4 covers the definition 

of a supernode when used ill the multifrontal method. 

. With respect to the node elimination process, it is possible to simultaneously 

number, or eliminate, a set of nodes Y satisfying an indistinguishability condition 

[27]. This condition can be expressed by applying the reachable set operator to the 
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nodes in Y as follows: 

Reach(x,S)U{x} = Reach(y,S)U{y}, for all x,y E Y, 

where S is the set of previously eliminated nodes. (Reach(x, S) is defined in Def

inition 3.2.) The nodes in a set Y that satisfies the above condition are called 

indistinguishable. We call Y a supernode in the column Cholesky algorithm. 

On the filled graph G(F), members of a supernode are consecutively numbered 

and form a clique. 

In terms of the factor matrix L, the triangular portion consisting of rows and 

columns in Y is dense, and off-diagonal elements of columns in Y have an identical 

nonzero structure. In Figure 5.1, the nodes {2, 3} and {8, 9} form supernodes of 

size two. The nodes {13, 14, 15, 16} form a supernode also. 

Ashcraft et al. [8] first used this concept to reduce the number of sparse vector 

operations in solving finite element problems. Simon et al. [76] also used supernodes 

for a general sparse solver with autotasking on a Cray Y-MP. We will extend this 

concept to enhance the dense operations in the column Cholesky method (see 

Chapter 6). 

When there are several supernodes in the matrix L, it is possible to reorder the 

matrix to make a member of some supernode the root of the elimination tree. For 

this purpose, we will use the Rose [71] and Liu [56] studies. 

Theorem 5.1 (11] For any node x in G(F), there is a perfect elimination ordering 

on G(F) such that the node x is n'lLmbered last. 

An ordering by Theorem 5.1 is equivalent, but its elimination tree has a different 

shape from the original elimination tree. \iVhen a node in a supernode Y is selected 

as the root node, all nodes in Yare numbered consecutively since they form a 

clique in the filled graph. The subtrees outside the ancestor set of nodes in Y 
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Figure 5.1: An example of supernode. 
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Column number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

snode 1 3 2 4 5 6 7 9 8 10 11 12 16 13 13 13 

Table 5.1: Supernode array snode in the column Cholesky. 

have the same subtree structures. By using this property, supernodes may be 

arbitrarily located in the factor matrix. This relocation of supernodes may affect 

the performance of the column Cholesky algorithm using supernodes. 

In implementation, one additional array snode is required to save supernode 

information. For each column j not in any supernode (called a singleton node) 

the corresponding entry in this array contains j. If j is the first column (called 

a superior node) in the supernode, the j th entry in the array contains the index 

of the last column in the supernode. Each other column (called an inferior node) 

in the supernode whose first column is j also contains j in the snode array. An 

independent node which has no edges in G(F) has zero in its snode element. Thus, 

columns in a supernode call readily be identified and the first column in the su

pernode can be located directly. Using this data structure, the Cholesky factor L 

in Figure 5.1 has the supernocle structure snode shown in Table 5.1. Table 5.2 gives 

the percentage of columns ill supernodes and the maximum size of a supernode for 

ten sample problems. 

5.2 Supernodes in Minimum-height Elimination Ordering 

As we discussed in Section 4.4, the parallel elimination ordering of Algorithm 4.1 

gives a minimum-height elimination trf'e. At each iteration of Algorithm 4.1, Ri 

is formed from independent and simplical nodes. Thus, nodes in Ri can not have 

parent and son relationships and none of them can appear together in a supernode. 

When the subgraph G i becomes a clique, it becomes a supernode. However, two 
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Columns % of columns Max super-

Model in M in supernode node size 

GROW22 440 6.36 28 

TEST3 364 67.86 97 

MILT 586 87.71 66 

SCFXM3 846 60.76 34 

NESM 646 50.00 75 

STOCFOR2 2141 34.80 33 

CZPROB 927 3.99 25 

PIMS2 2405 58.79 121 

AA2 531 82.11 367 

SHIP12L 687 30.42 23 

Table 5.2: Supernodes in the column Cholesky. 

columns between iterations may accidently become a supernode of size two. 

Table 5.3 shows the supernode statistics after minimum-height elimination or

dering. As we can see in comparison with Table 5.2, the minimum-height elimi

nation ordering is inferior for creating large supernodes, though it finds a reduced 

minimum-height elimination tree as shown in Table 4.4. 

5.3 Supernode and Compressed Index Data Structure 

By using the indistinguishable-node concept, George and Liu [27] have devised a 

compressed index data structure, rather than using an uncompressed index data 

structure [74]. If the uncompressed index data structure is used, all row indices 

of non zeros in L structure must be stored. This is a waste of storage in the case 

of supernodes, because columns in 'a supernode have an identical nonzero pattern. 

If several columns have the same nonzero pattern, the compressed scheme stores 

the first column's row indices and uses an extra array to indicate the starting 

point of the row index list for each column. Even though some columns are not in 
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% of columns Max super-

Model in supernode node size 

GROW22 4.77 21 

TEST3 14.84 54 

MILT 9.90 58 

SCFXM3 3.07 26 

NESM 8.20 53 

STOCFOR2 0.65 14 

CZPROB 2.37 22 

PIMS2 4.49 108 

AA2 68.55 364 

SHIP12L 1.02 7 

Table 5.3: Supernodes after minimum-height elimination ordering. 

supernodes, the compressed scheme may reduce the memory required for indices. 

With respect to supernode recognition, the compressed index structure gives 

us the supernode information for free by simply comparing the size of a row index 

array with its pointer. Table 5.4 shows the index storage saving from using the 

compressed index scheme. The overhead size of the uncompressed structure is 

LROW N Mu + m, where LROIV N l11u is the size of row index storage and m is 

the array size of column pointer of Land LROW N Mu. The overhead size of the 

compressed index scheme is LROHI N !vIc + 2m, where LROW N Me is the required 

storage of the compressed row indices, and 2m is the sum of two arrays; column 

pointer of L and row index pointer. By comparing the percentage of columns in 

supernodes with the ratio of the si2e of the uncompressed structure to that of the 

of compressed structure, the index storage saving resulting from the compressed 

data structure can be seen to be proportional to the proportion of columns in 

supernodes. The sample test problems that have large supernodes save storage 

over two times, compared with the un compressed scheme. In particular, problem 
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% of columns Uncompressed Compressed Ratio 

Models in supernodes structure (U) structure (C) U/C 

GROW22 6.36 9058 9148 0.99 

TEST3 67.86 12774 4381 2.92 

MILT 87.71 26577 6873 3.87 

SCFXM3 60.76 13818 7007 1.97 

NESM 50.00 21679 9438 2.30 

STOCFOR2 43.80 28579 19402 1.47 

CZPROB 3.99 7931 8511 0.93 

PIMS2 58.79 66170 22225 2.98 

AA2 82.11 85064 12493 6.81 

SHIP12L 30.42 9303 8454 1.01 

Table 5.4: Relation between supernodes and U / C ratio. 

AA2 gives about seven-fold savings. 

5.4 Supernodes in the M ultifrontal Method 

A recently developed numerical factorization algorithm, the multifrontal method, 

[19,47] also uses the concept of supernodes to improve factorization performance. 

In the multifrontal method, a small dense frontal matrix denoted by Fj is identified 

with each column j of L. This is the :mbmatrix of F = L + LT consisting of rows 

with Zj nonzeros in column j and columns with Zj nonzeros in row j. The process 

of forming the submatrix is called assembly, and the indices of the submatrix are 

called active variables. At each iteration, the appropriate submatrix is assembled 

and partially factored. The factored columns are removed and the partially factored 

matrix is saved for assembly at a later step. The partially factored matrix is called 

the factored frontal matrix denoted by Fj. Mathematically, the factored frontal 

matrix Fj at column j is a submatrix after stripping the dji, L.j, and LJ,. from the 

frontal matrix Fj • 
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One of the hardest steps is assembly of the frontal matrices. To speed up the 

assembly process, the supernode concept is applied in this step of the multifrontal 

method. If there is a supernode of size k, we can save k - 1 assembly steps. A 

detailed implementation is described in Chapter 7. 

A supernode is defined so as to achieve the above objectives in the multifrontal 

. method. The supernode for the multifrontal method is related to the elimination 

tree with nodes numbered in postorder. If some consecutively numbered nodes 

of the elimination tree form a chain with the same nonzero pattern, this chain 

becomes a supernode in the multifrontal method. Formally: 

Definition 5.1 Assume the elimination tree has nodes numbered in postorder. If a 

supernode consists of nodes {j 1, h, ... ,j d in the multifrontal method, the following 

properties hold. 

1. Parent(jt) = jt+I, fo'(' t = 1, ... , k -1. 

2. Son(jt) = jt-I, for t = 2, ... ,/;:. 

9. Brothel'(jt) = 0, for t = 1, ... ,k - 1. 

4. li,il i= ° if and only if li,i'+l i= 0, for t = 1, ... , k - 1 and i > jt+l' 

As an example of the lllultifrontal supernode concept, consider the matrix of 

Figure 5.1. The elimination tree of this matrix is shown in Figure 5.2, and the snode 

array corresponding to Definition 5.1 is shown in Table 5.5. Comparing Table 5.5 

to Table 5.1 (column-Cholcsky supernode for the same matrix), we observed that 

node 13 is a member of a column Cholesky supernode, but not of a multifrontal 

supernode, since node 13 isn't the son of node 14 in the elimination tree. The 

requirement that nodes in a supernode be "only children" is motivated by the 

desirability of storing partially factored matrices on a stack. See Chapter 7 for 

details. 
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Node number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 J.O 11 12 13 14 15 16 

snode 1 3 2 4 5 6 7 9 8 10 11 12 13 16 14 14 

Table 5.5: Supernode array snode in the multifrontal method. 

Figure 5.2: Elimination tree of matrix Figure 5.1. 
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% of columns Max super-

Model in supernode node size 

GROW22 6.36 28 

TEST3 66.48 51 

MILT 86.86 53 

SCFXM3 60.64 17 

NESM 49.85 29 

STOCFOR2 34.80 25 

CZPROB 3.88 2 

PIMS2 58.50 93 

AA2 82.11 291 

SHIP12L 30.42 14 

Table 5.6: Supernodes in the multifrontal method. 

Table 5.6 shows the supcrnode statistics of a set of sample problems using the 

multifrontal method. The supernode computation is performed after minimum 

degree ordering and postordering of the elimination tree for multifrontal factoriza

tion. In all test problems, the maximum supernode size in the multifrontal method 

is always less than or equal to that of the column Cholesky algorithm in Table 5.2 

(both methods use the matrix ordered with the same permutation). This relation 

also holds for the percentage of supernode columns. When the topological reorder

ing of the elimination tree is employed for a specific application, the supernode 

statistics of the multifrontal method may also be changed. 

5.5 Handling Reducible Matrices 

If matrix lvI is reducible, the graph G(lvI) , G(F), and T(M) all contain multiple 

connected components. In this case, it is possible to assign consecutive node num

bers alternately in different components. This numbering scheme is harmful to the 

supernode structure for the column Cholesky, because an independent node can 
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be inserted inside of a supernode. When using the multifrontal method, this num

bering method also destroys supernode structure because the temporary storage 

is a stack derived from the elimination tree. We recommend the following rule to 

connect several separated elimination trees to one connected elimination tree. 

Rule 5.1 If there are k elimination trees T(rd, . .. ,T(rk) associated with a sparse 

matrix and the size of each forest has decreasing order IT(rdl ~, ... , ~ IT(Tk)l, 

then 

• Node Tl becomes parent of node r2, .. . ,Tk. 

• Son of node Tl has b1'Other node 1'2 and node T2 has its brother T3, and so on. 

• Finally, the connected elimination tree is numbered in postorder from the left 

branch to right branch. 

Note that by Rule 5.1, the root node may not become a supernode, but there are 

no assembly steps at node 1'( in the multifrontal method. In the column Cholesky, 

the last column is not included in the supernode. Adherence to Rule 5.1 will 

not create any problem because it has the same effect as child node reordering' 

at the root node Tl. The optimal child reordering checks the sequence of each 

sub-elimination tree T(son(1'd), T(1'2)' ... , T(rk) (see Section 6.5 and 7.2). 

5.6 Relaxation of Supcl'node Definitions (Future Work) 

This section describes future work of sllpernode study. Dense vector operations, 

which use direct addressing (see Section 6.2), are one of keys to improving the per

formance of Cholesky factorization. 'Ve use supernodes to increase the proportion 

of dense operations in the factorization. For added improvement, it is necessary to 

relax the definition of supel'l1ode. In [9], Ashcraft and Grimes propose a supernode 

relaxation for the multifrontal method by allowing extra fill-ins. 
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Let us discuss the relaxation of a supernode in the column Cholesky. In the 

column Cholesky, there are two possible techniques to increase supernode size. 

The first one makes the supernode larger at the expense of increasing fill-ins. If 

nonzero patterns have small differences, some fill-ins can be introduced to make 

a large supernode. When allowable tolerance of fill-ins in each column is given, 

it is no problem to include this concept in the symbolic factorization. It has 

the disadvantage that the basic structure of the symbolic factorization needs to 

be changed and that optimal tolerance for fill-ins in each column needs to be 

considered. For example, if a fill-in is allowed in row 14 and column 12 in Figure 5.1, 

column 12 is added to the supernode {13, 14, 15, 16}. 

The second technique prevents additional fill-ins by redefining the supernode 

during the middle of computation. The idea is from the nonzero pattern of factor 

matrix L. Generally, after minimum degree ordering the lower portion of matrix L 

changes to nonzeros by the fill-in during the Gaussian elimination process. Hence, 

after computing several columns, some columns can be added to the supernode, 

even though they are not members of a supernode at the beginning of computation. 

The reason is that parts of <.:olumns below some row j may have identical nonzero 

structure, even though parts above the row may not. After factoring column j, 

we can redefine the supernode structure of previous columns based only on the 

submatrix consisting of those columns below row j. The disadvantage of this ap

proach can be the cost to redefine the supernode during the middle of computation. 

Since the data structure of matrix L is static through each iteration of the interior 

point method, supernode iuformation can be computed before starting the first 

iteration. This informatiou substitutes for the original supernode in the middle of 

column computation. The redefinition can be done several times depending on the 

original matrix size. As an example, if the supernode of Figure 5.1 is updated after 

computing column 14, the updated supernode is a size five supernode of node (12, 
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13, 14, 15, 16). 
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL SPARSE CHOLESKY USING SUPERNODES 

In this chapter, we study the general sparse Cholesky method using supernodes. 

This method uses the inner product form of the factorization algorithm as discussed 

in Chapter 2. Since the matrix L is stored in packed column-major order, the inner 

product form is implemented by column. Vectorization of this algorithm is also 

discussed in this chapter. 

6.1 The Column Cholesky Algorithm 

After forming M = A0AT, diagonal parts and lower triangular elements are stored 

in a static data structure (including all fill-in locations) set up by symbolic factor

ization. The output of numerical factorization overwrites the original arrays. Let 

M = LDLT be the Cholesky factorization of M, where D is a diagonal matrix. 

The formula to compute column j of L (denoted by L.j ) is given as follows (j ki 

form): 

L.j = +. (J.1Lj - L (dkkljk)L.k). 
()J {kll)k;l;O} 

(6.52) 

To compute column j using (6.52), all previous columns L.k , k < j such that 

ljk =f:. 0 must already be known so that (dkkljk)L.k may be computed. These 

precedence relations can be conveniently maintained by using linked list operations. 

As we noted before, since L is stored in packed column form in a single array 

with an array of row indices of nonzeros, (6.52) is a sparse operation. Computation 

of column j can be done by using a temporary array work and row index array 
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lrownm that is parallel to the storage lnz of nonzeros in L. The general sparse 

algorithm is described as Algorithm 6.1. 

Algorithm 6.1 General Sparse Method (column Cholesky) 

1: 

2: 

3: 

4: 

5: 

6: 

7: 

8: 

9: 

10: 

11: 

12: 

13: 

for j := 1, m do begin 

djj := mjjj 

end. 

for Ijk =f. 0 and k < j do begin 

temp := dk/:ljk; 

djj := d jj - temp * ljk; 

for lik =f. 0 and i > j do begin 

work[i] := worl.;[i] + temp * likj 

end 

end 

for lij =f. 0 and i > j do begin 

hj := (mjj - wOl'k[i])/djj ; 

end 

In Algorithm 6.1, there arc no zero computations and the arithmetic require

ment is given Section 3.2.3. The loop 6-8 is actually programmed asj 

for p := startk to ellcik do begin 

i := lrownm[p]; 

work[i] := worl.:[i] + temp * lnz[p]j 

end 

to indicate indirect addressing. startk is maintained as part of the list operation 

in the loop 3-9. The index i of work is the indirectly addressed row subscript. 

The loop 6-8 is called a SAXPY. This is a sparse vector operation and is a critical 
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part of performance. We will examine its properties in the next section. The same 

indirect addressing is also applied to statement 11. 

6.2 SAXPY Operation 

When we study the Cholesky factorization of the matrix M in interior point algo

rithms, the key operation in all of the linear algebra is the indexed or sparse SAXPY 

operation. SAXPY is the computation of 

y = ax + y, 

where x and y are vectors lind a: is a scalar. 

If x and yare stored as dense vectors, this operation is a natural one for vector

ization. The loop for a dense SAXPY uses direct addressing. If x and yare sparse, 

each is stored as a list of iIldices of nonzero entries and a list of the corresponding 

nonzero values. The SAXP'{ operation is then performed by copying the entries of 

y into full vector work arrllY, then multiplying the entries in x by a and adding 

them in the corresponding positions in the work array. Finally, the result is copied 

back to the sparse data stl'llcture of the packed form for y. In the column and sub

matrix Cholesky algorithms, the nonzero elements of x are a subset of the nonzero 

elements of y, so the updat.ed y contains no new nonzeros, and can be returned to 

its original location in melllory. 

If the work array corresponds to the computer's vector registers, the copy op

eration from memory (the sparse da ta structure) to the registers is referred to as a 

gather, and the copy operations from the registers back to memory is called a scat

ter. Most new vector computers implement some form of gather/scatter operations 

in hardware to handle these indirect addressing operations, but some early vector 

computers (such as the Crlly-l and CYBER 205) do not [17,43]. Even so, indirect 

operations are slower than direct ones, because two lookups must be performed to 
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find a nonzero location in the work array, and because relatively few elements of 

the vector register are involved in computing the new result. Vectorization of the 

sparse SAXPY is still a dramatic improvement over scalar processing (as we will 

show; see also [8,43]), but it is still inefficient compared to the dense version of the 

operation. 

In [17], Duff and Reid note the difference in indirect addressing performance 

between scalar and vector computers. On scalar computers, operations for indirect 

addressing are typically two to four times slower than the corresponding operations 

using direct addressing. Vector computers also exhibit an asymptotic performance 

ratio between direct and indirect addressing that is similar to that seen on a scalar 

computer. 

6.3 Sparse SAXPY based on Supernodes 

SAXPY operations discussed in Section 6.2 can be improved by using supernodes 

defined for the general sparse method. The idea is. to use dense vector operations 

instead of sparse operations in some computations. 

In the computation of column j of the factor matrix L, there are two points 

where supernodes can be exploited. If any column in a supernode is required for 

the update to the current column j (where j isn't in the same supernode), then 

all columns in the supernode are required. The total contribution of all columns 

in the supernode can be computed in dense mode by using one temporary array, 

and then gathered into the work array. Also, if the current column j is a member 

of a supernode, the updates from all columns preceding column j in the same 

supernode can be applied directly to column j without using the work array. This 

technique saves a sparse SAXPY operation for each inferior column in a supernode, 

as compared to the algorithm described in [8]. 
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Figure 6.1: An example of Cholesky factor L. 
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Let us examine the factor matrix L in Figure 6.1 as an example of supernode 

benefits. The columns {2, 3, 4} and {8, 9, 10} are size 3 supernodes. A size 5 

supernode consists of columns {12, 13, 14, 15, 16}. When we compute column 

12, the update from the first supernode is computed in dense mode and then it is 

scattered to the work array. In the column 14 computation, previous columns (12 

and 13) in the same supernode are directly applied to column 14. When we use 

parallel computers that have more than one processor, there is one more benefit. 

If current column j is a column of a supernode, one processor can compute the 

contribution from all columns which precede column j in the same supernode. 

The second processor can simultaneously work on the dependent columns that are 

not in the same supernode (this is a fine grained modeL). As an example, take 

the computation of column 14, one processor could perform dense operations for 

columns 12 and 13, and the second processor could work on the update from the 

second supernode and columns 1, 5, and 6. 

6.4 Implementation 

The primal-dual barrier algorithm is used to test ten sample problems on an IBM 

3090-600J using IBM's VS FORTRAN V2.4 and VM/XA. We have implemented 

and tested our own factorization routines in FORTRAN, for three reasons. First, 

we wanted the portability of a code with a self-contained linear algebra library 

written in a high-level language. Not all linear algebra libraries contain routines for 

systems with all of the properties that pertain here (direct factorization, sparsity, 

positive definiteness, symmetry). For example, IBM's ESSL does not contain such 

a routine, nor does it contain any routine for sparsity-preserving matrix reordering. 

Libraries that do coatain relevant routines are often designed to solve well-behaved 

systems, such as those arising in finite element problems. They are not designed to 
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cope gracefully with the numerical difficulties that crop up as the solutions in the 

primal-dual barrier method approa.ch the boundary of the feasible region (namely, 

a large spread of values on the diagonal and extremely small entries in the diagonal 

factor D). Finally, since we are applying these techniques to a new problem area, 

we are interested in experimenting with the methods to determine which are best 

suited to the problem structures associated with linear programming. 

6.4.1 Vectorization 

The sparse and dense loops that perform a column update contain an apparent 

dependence relation that prevents the VS FORTRAN compiler from automatically 

vectorizing the loop. In the sparse case the dependence is based on indirect indexing 

into the work array through the array of row indices. Since the row indices of the 

nonzeros in any column arc distinct, the loop runs correctly when vectorized, but 

the compiler decision must be overridden explicitly. Similarly, the loop that packs 

the work array back into the sparse data structure must be explicitly vectorized. 

Other sparse SAXPY operations appear throughout the code: during the forward 

and backward triangular system solution; in the construction of A0AT; operations 

involving A alone, such as the ratio test; and in the construction of the right 

hand side of (A8,;1T)dy = 1'. The dense update of a column by other columns 

in the same supernode also appears to contain a dependency, since the compiler 

cannot guarantee that the sections of the array of nonzeros corresponding to distinct 

columns do not overlap. Here again, the compiler incorrectly fails to vectorize the 

loop and must be overridden manually. In the code we tested, we have explicitly 

overridden all false dependencies ~liscovered by the VS compiler .. There may be 

additional loops that are cUl'l'ently not analyzable, but which could be restructured 

to allow vectorization, for example, by moving print statements for debugging to 

separate loops. 
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6.4.2 Computational Experience 

We solved a set of ten sample problems in Table 4.1. Table 5.2 gives the percentage 

of columns of L that are members of a supernode. This is one indicator of the 

advantage to be expected from exploiting the supernode structure to avoid sparse 

vector operations. Table 5.2 also gives the size of the largest supernode in L. 

Solution times for the test problems are given in Table 6.1. For each problem, 

virtual and total CPU seconds (not including input/output times but including 

overhead for setting up the L data structure) are given for each of two runs: a 

standard column Cholesky algorithm (KCHC)j a column Cholesky with supernodes 

(KCHCS)j with the code compiled in scalar mode (compiled with the NOVECTOR 

option); and in vector mode (with the VECTOR option and all compiler directives 

activated). Finally, the number of iterations required by the primal-dual barrier 

method, excluding a "pre-factorization" to detect any linearly dependent rows of 

AAT , is given. Where two iteration counts are given, the first refers to KCHC and 

the second to KCHCS. In t.hese cases, the difference in the order of computation 

causes the termination criterion to be satisfied after different numbers of iterations. 

in each case. 

The benefits of careful vedorization are immediately apparent. Savings range 

from 20% for CZPROB to 80% for :\A2. Vectorization is less advantageous when 

L is relatively sparse, and lllore advantageous when L contains columns with many 

nonzeros. A large fraction of columns in supernodes appears also to increase the 

benefits of vectorization. 

The advantages of supcl'1lodes are, of course, most pronounced when there are 

many columns in supernocles and when the supernodes are large. In CZPROB, 

for example, the supernoclc algorithm is slower than standard column Cholesky, 

due to the supernode setup, but in AA2 and NESM the advantage from exploiting 



Scalar mode Vector mode Iteration 

Model Type KCHC KCHcsa KCHC KCHCS count 

Vb 13.45 13.13 6.41 6.40 

GROW22 RC 13.51 13.19 6.46 6.46 47 

V 19.46 17.92 6.23 6.23 

TEST3 R 19.54 18.00 6.29 6.29 39 

V 49.46 50.80 14.89 13.83 

MILT R 49.66 51.00 14.89 13.83 50/54 

V 10.86 18.82 10.40 9.69 

SCFXM3 R 10.94 18.90 10.46 9.75 55 

V 71.13 66.05 26.36 23.74 

NESM R 71.38 66.30 26.58 23.90 81 

V 36.36 34.50 20.55 19.40 

STOCFOR2 R 36.50 34.64 20.72 19.50 60 

V 12.76 15.48 9.55 11.39 

CZPROB R 12.81 15.56 9.80 11.45 46 

V 206.38 205.03 67.31 66.08 

PIMS2 R 207.1G 205.79 68.72 66.45 35/36 

V 242.93 219.89 42.94 34.42 

AA2 R 243.79 220.59 43.82 34.64 24 

V 10.77 10.51 7.65 7.48 

SHIP12L R 10.81 10.56 7.86 7.54 30 

Table 6.1: CPU seconds for each method in scalar and vector mode. 

aTimes in KCHCS include overhead from supernode setup. 
bVirtual CPU time 
C Real CPU time 
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supernodes is pronounced. This suggests that a more careful examination of the 

supernode structure of a problem would be beneficial. 

6.5 Memory Requirements for an Adaptive Out-of-core General Sparse 

Cholesky 

This section presents a topological ordering of the elimination tree for adaptive out

of-core Cholesky factorization. The out-of-core method was originally developed to 

use secondary storage for solving very large finite element problems. It is designed 

to minimize I/O operatiom; between main memory and the secondary storage. The 

same concept can be applied to reduce paging on paged virtual memory systems. 

Liu [47] first used this idea to minimize the working storage requirement for the 

multifrontal method and to reduce paging operations for the out-of-core column 

Cholesky factorization [50] (also see [54]). In this study we adapt parts of his work 

for interior point algorithms. 

To simplify the notatioll, let us assume that the nodes of the elimination tree 

are already numbered in postorder. For node j, let T(j) denote the subtree rooted 

at the node j and define the following function: 

r(j) = L {1](L. k ) -1](Lk.)}, 
keT(j) 

where 1](L.k) and 1](Lk.) denote the number of nonzeros in column and row k of 

the matrix L, respectively. The value T(j) represents the total number of nonzeros 

in columns of L associated with TU) that are required in subsequent steps of the 

column Cholesky. 

For node j, p(j) is the amount of storage required to process the subtree T(j). 

If j is a leaf node, then 
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Figure 6.2: Subtree T(j) rooted at node j in the elimination tree. 

Otherwise, node j is an interior node with child nodes St, S2, . .. ,St, as shown in 

Figure 6.2. The storage requirement for the subtree rooted at Sk is given by 

/l(sd + r(sd + ... + r(sk-d, (6.53) 

where r(sl) + ... + r(sk-d is the number of nonzeros from the first k -1 subtrees 

that need to be kept. By using (6.53), we can compute the storage requirement for 

successful computation of llocle j as follows: 

J.l(j) = mllx{ Jl(sd, 

Il(S2) + r(st}, 

Il(sd + r(sd + ... + r(st-d, 

17(L.i ) + r(sd + ... + r(St)}. 

On applying this formula to each node, we can find the final value J.l( m), where 

m is the root of the elimination tree. 
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To see the effect of child node exchange, let us assume a sequence of child nodes 

S1, S2, ... , Sp, Sp+!, ... ,St and exchange the pth with the (p + 1 )st child node. Since 

both sequences have the same terms except the pth and (p + 1 )st ones, we only 

need to compare the effects of the pth and (p + 1 )st terms. In the original sequence, 

the pth term cost 50 and (p + 1 )st term cost 51 are 

p-1 

50 Il(Sp) + Lr(si), 
i=l 

p-1 

51 = fl(sp+d + Lr(si) + r(sp). 
. i=l 

In the new sequence, let 50 and 51 denote the pth and (p + 1 )th term costs, 

respectively. They are 

p-l 
50 Il(Sp+l) + Lr(sd, 

;=1 
p-l 

51 - /l(Sp) + Lr(Si) + r(sp+1)' 
i=1 

If the new sequence has less cost than the original one, then the following 

inequality holds: 

max{50 ,Sd < max{So,5t}. (6.54) 

If So > 51, the inequality (6.54) strictly holds. If 51 > 50, then the following 

inequality is derived from (6.54): 

Theorem 6.1 In node j of the elimination tree, let SI, S2 I ••• I SPI Sp+l I ••• I St be the 

given sequence of child nodes. If the following relation holds: 

then the new child sequence resulting f1'Om the interchange of Sp and sp+!, 
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does not increase the value of J.l(j) for any j. 

With respect to connection of disconnected elimination trees of a reducible 

matrix, if parent of independent nodes becomes the root of the elimination tree, 

following Theorem 6.1 rearranges all independent nodes to be located after son of 

the first elimination tree because of p(r) - r(r) = 0, where r is an independent 

node. This explains why Rule 5.1 is recommended. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MULTIFRONTAL METHOD 

The multifrontal method introduced by Duff and Reid [19,20,5] is a relatively recent 

development in the area of numerical factorization methods for sparse matrix (see 

[21] for parallel implementation). This method uses a sequence of small dense 

matrices formed from nom:eros (including diagonal elements) of M.j • The key 

computational step is the outer product form of the Cholesky factorization. Since 

this method was originally introduced for solving well-behaved matrices such as 

those, arising finite element. problcms, we will modify it here for interior point 

algorithms. In this chapter, wc usc an in-core multifrontal method based on the 

out-of-core scheme described in [47]. 

The multifrontal method is based directly on the elimination tree and the or

dering schemes discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. The structure of the elimination' 

tree determines a sequence of factorization steps. The collection step of factored 

submatrices is called an a88cm.bly ]JTOCCSS. The submatrices are stored on a stack 

as determined by the postorcicring of the elimination tree and assembled to form 

the matrix to be factored <l t. their parent node. Outer product factorization is per

formed through the partial factorization of small dense submatrices at the expense 

of some data manipulation. 

The multifrontal methocll'cquires extra working storage to maintain the subma

trices before assembling. The working storage requirement depends on the sequence 

of child nodes in the elimination tree. Factorization performance is highly related 

to the supernode and to child node reordering. 
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Vectorization of the inner loop of the outer product operation is straightforward 

on vector computers. However, our attempts to coerce double loop vectorization 

of the outer product using the IBM VS FORTRAN compiler were unsuccessful. 

7.1 The Multifrontal Method for Interior Point Algorithms 

Assume the matrix Mmxm = A0AT is a sparse SPD matrix arising in interior point 

algorithms, and it is already ordered by any fill-reducing method. To simplify the 

notation, it is assumed tha.t nodes of the elimination tree are already numbered 

in postorder. When column j in the Cholesky factor L of M has Zj non zeros 

(including diagonal elements), Zj(Zj + 1)/2 locations are required to store the lower 

triangular frontal matrix using a single dimension work array. 

The multifrontal method was introduced to solve systems arising in finite ele

ment problems, which requires solution of only a single linear system. On the other 

hand, interior point algorithms require numerical factorization of a new matrix at 

every iteration. In this study, we modify the algorithm of Liu [51] to a two-step 

approach. This is expressed as Algorithm 7.1. Algorithm 7.1 is designed for use 

with single processor computers. 

For detailed description of this algorithm, we use notation defined in Section 5.4. 

The number of columns in the supernode with j as the first column is kj • 

Algorithm 7.1 Multifronta.l ~ilethod for the Interior Point Algorithm 

Step 1: 

for j := 1 to m do begin 

1.1: make sure that the working storage is sufficient 

to hold the jth frontal matrix Fj; 

1.2: store matching indices between node j and its child nodes; 

end 
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Step 2: 

2.1: j := 1; 

2.2: while j ::; m do begin 

2.3: for s E {children of node j} do begin 

·2.4: assemble Fs into current frontal matrix Fj; 

2.5: end 

2.6: assemble M.j, . .. ,j\1.j+kr -l into Fj; 

2.7: for r := 1 to kj do begin 

2.8: scale the rth column of Fj by its diagonal element; 

2.9: perform outer-product modification from (r + l)st column 

of Fj; 

2.10: strip the rth column of Fj and store it in the final 

location for d(j+I'-I)(j+I'-l) and L.j+r-l; 

2.11: end 

2.12: push Fj onto the stack; 

2.13: j := j + kj; 

2.14: end 

Step 1.1 checks the working 'storage requirement to store the Fjs. If this condi

tion is not satisfied, working storage must be increased before proceeding. Step 1.2 

involves the collection of iudex matching information for the assembly step. Two 

arrays are employed for index matching information. The first array contains the 

matched index information between a parent and its child nodes. The second array 

points to the first array address of each node. As an example, let us assume the 

following case . 

• Parent(2) = 3. 
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Figure 7.1: Factorized frontal matrix F2 • 

• Row indices of node 2 = {3, 5, 10} . 

• Row indices of node 3 = {5, 7, 8, 10}. 

In node 2, the assembled frontal matrix F2 is small dense matrix with column and 

row indices {2, 3, 5, 10}. After one step of Cholesky factorization, the remaining 

frontal matrix F2 has row and column indices {3, 5, 10}. The first index 3 of F2 is 

matched to the first index of the assembled matrix F3 • The second subscript 5 of F2 

is the same row index of the second subscript in F3 • Finally, the third index 10 of F2 

is matched to the fifth one of F3 • This relative index matching information is saved 

using two arrays. The first array includes the relative information 1, 2, and 5. The 

second array points the address of the "1" of the first array. Since these are static 

data structures, they are set up before starting the interior point method. The 

index matching procee , is done using serial operations. If supernode information is 

available, this work can be reduced because all members of a supernode have the 

same sparsity pattern. 

Every iteration of the illterior point method requires Step 2; the assembly pro

cess and numerical factoriza tion. The assembly process accumulates frontal matri

ces of child nodes by using illdex matching information formed in Step 1. Consider 

the example above. When llnde 2 is assembled, let Figure 7.1 denote the factorized 

frontal matrix F2 after stripping d2'2, L.'2 and LI. from F2. At the assembly process 

for node 3, the remaining frontal matrix F2 is assembled to the frontal matrix F3 
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a 

b d 

F3 = 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

c e 0 0 f 

Figure 7.2: Assembled frontal matrix F3 • 

in Figure 7.2 using the index matching information {I, 2, 5}. Since the element a 

in Figure 7.1 has a matched index 1, it goes to the location of column 1 and row 1 

of F3 in Figure 7.2. The element b in Figure 7.1 is placed in row 2 and column 1 

of F3 because it has matching indices 1 and 2. The element c has matching sub

scripts 1 and 5. Hence, the element c is located in row 5 and column 1 in F3 • The 

remaining elements are also located to the appropriate places of the F3 u~ing the in

dex matching arrays. Since the working storage uses a single array, the assembled 

frontal matrix F3 can be represented by (a, b, 0, 0, c, d, 0, 0, e, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I). This 

process repeats until all frontal matrices of child nodes are assembled (the loop in 

step 2.3-2.5). The assembly sequence of frontal matrices is from the last brother 

to son because the frontal matrices are stored on a stack. Hence, index matching 

information is stored in an array from the last brother to son in step 1.2. If there 

is a size-k supernode {jl,'" ,jd, the loop 2.3-2.5 only assembles the frontal ma

trices of jl 's children (note that the supernode is a chain in the elimination tree.). 

Hence, we can save (k -- 1) nssembly processes using supernodes. After assembling 

the frontal matrices of all thild nodes, the column of the original matrix M is as

sembled to form the frontnl matrix Fj in step 2.6. If there is a size-k supernode, 

all k columns in the supel'lloc:ie are assembled together. 

In step 2.8, the column scaling by its diagonal element is a dense frontal matrix 
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operation. The scaled column becomes d(i+r-l)(i+r-l) and the (j + r -l)st column 

of matrix L. The loop in step 2.7-2.11 is a k-step Cholesky factorization with a 

size-k supernode. In step 2.9, the frontal matrix for the outer-product becomes 

smaller and smaller during this loop. After the k-step factorization, the remaining 

frontal matrix Fj has the storage size (Zj - k)(zj - k + 1)/2. It is pushed onto the 

stack for assembly by its parent. This working storage behaves as if it were stack 

of the (j + k - 1 )st node in working storage, because parent of the supernode is 

equal to patent of node (j + I, - 1) (also see Section 7.2). 

7.2 Minimum Working Storage Requirement 

As we noted in Section 6.5, the in-core scheme based on the out-of-core method can 

increase factorization performance by minimizing the working storage requirement. 

This possibility was first identified by Duff and Reid [19]. Liu [47] has implemented 

a reordering method for child nodes. In [7], Ashcraft proposes a scheme for comput

ing the memory requirement for supernodes. In this study, we propose a minimum 

memory requirement under our supernode scheme. 

Assume that the elimillation tree has nodes numbered in postorder. Let Zj 

denote the number of off-diagonal non zeros in column j of L, and let W(j) be the 

maximum amount of working storage required to factor node j of the elimination 

tree. As noted in Section 7.1, the assembled frontal matrix Pj needs the storage 

of size Zj(Zj + 1)/2, and F.i needs space of (Zj - k)(zj - k + 1)/2. To simplify the 

notation, IPjl and IFjl will be used to denote the size of Pj and Fj, respectively. 

To find the optimal reordering of children of node j, let us classify nodes into 

three cases according to thc'ir status in the elimination tree. We will then compute 

their working storage requirements. 
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Case 1: If node j is a leaf, it is clear that the working storage of Pj is 

TY(j) = Zj(Zj + 1)/2. 

Case 2: When node j is an interior node (singleton or superior node), assume 

it has child nodes 81,82, ... , 8t. The storage requirement to process node 8 r is given 

by: 
r-l 

TV(8 r ) + 2: IF8J (7.55) 
i=1 

The second term of (7.55) stands for the stack size of the first r - 1 child nodes. 

At node j, the storage requirement for Pj is given by: 

t-l 

IPil + L IFsil· (7.56) 
i=l 

VVhen the working storage of the frontal matrix is located at the top of the stack, 

the frontal matrix of the last brother and working storage for processing the jth 

node can be overlapped. H(~nce, the summation term goes to t - 1. 

The maximum storage requircmcnt precessing for node j is given by: 

(7.57) 

The first and second terms of (7.57) are from (7.55) and (7.56), respectively. W(j) 

of (7.57) can be rewritten as: 

(7.58) 

To see the effect of child node reordering, let us interchange the pth with (p+ 1 )st 

node of a given sequence (SI, S2, ... , sp, Sp+l, ... , sd. Since both sequences have the 

same values except the pth and (p + 1 )st terms, it is necessary to compare only the 

pth and (p + l)st terms. To simplify the proof, let Cr = max{IPsrl, VV(8 r )}. The 

cost of the pth term in the original sequence is given by: 
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p-1 

So = Cp + L IFsil, 
i=l 

and the cost of the (p + 1 )st term becomes 

p-1 

Sl = Cp+1 + 2: IFsil + IFspl· 
i=l 

In the pth term of the new sequence, the cost is given by: 

p-1 

80 = CP+l + L IFsi I, 
i=l 

and the cost of the (p + 1 )st term in the new sequence is 

p-1 . 

8 1 = Cp + 2: IFsi 1+ IF"p+1l· 
i=l 

If cost of the new sequence is less than the cost of the original sequence, the 

following inequality holds: 

max{So, Sd < max{80 , 8d. (7.59) 

If 80 > 8 1 , the inequality (7.59) strictly holds. If 8 1 > 80 , then the following 

inequality is derived: 

(7.60) 

Finally, (7.60) can be rewritten as follows: 

Theorem 7.1 To minimize the working storage in the multifrontal method, the 

child nodes should be arranged in decreasing order oj max{IF"r I, W(sr)} -IF"rl. 

Case 3: If a set of nodes {jI,h, ... ,jd forms a supernode, none of them can 

be a brother of any node. They also can't have brothers (except node jk) and form 
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a chain in the elimination tree. The first node it can have more than one child node 

because the stacked frontal matrices of its child nodes do not affect the working 

storage system of node h, ... ,ik. To compute the amount of working storage for 

supernode processing, let us derive the following theorem: 

Theorem 7.2 Assume postorder node numbering of the elimination tree. If a set 

of nodes {illj2, ... ,jk} forms a supernode by Definition 5.1, then, the amount of 

working storage needed to perform Gaussian elimination of the supernode is the 

same as that needed to factor its· superior node. 

Proof: It is assumed that nodes in the elimination tree are postordered. A set of 

nodes Ulli2,'" ,ik} is a size-k supernode (j = it), and Zj is the number of non zeros 

in superior column i. In this proof, we will examine each node in the supernode 

set separately. The superior node il needs working storage Zj(Zj + 1)/2 for the 

assembled frontal matrix Fj. The ji node requires (Zj - ii - 1)(zj - ii)/2 locations. 

Since columns in a supernode have the same sparsity structure, the frontal matrices 

of inferior nodes can be assembled together with the superior node. Thus, it is not 

necessary to consider the working storage requirement for inferior nodes. 0 

The optimal child node reordering of a supernode is the reordering of child 

nodes of il' The storage requirement of a supernode follows from Theorem 7.1. 

Hence, we only need to consider the superior node for child node reordering and 

storage requirements. Node ik.behaves as if it had the working storage (Zj - k)(zj

k + 1)/2. Node ill'" ,ik-I will not enter working storage. This will accelerate the 

computation for child node reordering. 

The sample problems are tested to see how much the storage can be saved 

by using tl .. ~ optimal child node reordering scheme. Table 7.1 shows the test re

sults. GROW22, MILT, and SHIP12L have nearly optimal child sequences. The 

remaining problems show the benefits of child node reordering. 
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Original Optimal child Ratio 

Model ordering (0) reordering( R) O/R 
GROW22 826 826 1.00 

TEST3 32186 24465 1.32 

MILT 12288 11245 1.09 

SCFXM3 5647 1295 4.36 

NESM 16579 8294 2.00 

STOCFOR2 4415 1711 2.58 

CZPROB 34455 26831 1.28 

PIMS2 21519 18814 1.14 

AA2 266410 182721 1.46 

SHIP12L 5954 5910 1.01 

Table 7.1: Working storage requirement for the multifrontal method. 

7.3 Drop Handling 

When variables approach their optimal values, some of the diagonal matrix djj 

becomes zero. Then the corresponding rows of A are relaxed to prevent singular

ity of the matrix A0AT (see [59] for detailed description.). The row relaxation 

distorts the original elimination tree, because the matrix A0AT has fewer than m 

rows/columns. The elimination tree also has fewer than m nodes. 

If node j is relaxed, the loop in step 2.3-2.5 of Algorithm 7.1 should not be 

affected in order to use index matching information. This problem is solved by 

regarding relaxed nodes as dummy nodes. We slightly modify Algorithm 7.1 to 

include this technique. Child nodes of dummy node j are assembled as if the 

node j were not relaxed. However, the jth column of matrix M is not assembled 

because it is the relaxed one. In the outer product routine (step 2.9), the relaxed 

loop index is skipped with modification of address of the working storage. When 

the factored submatrix column is stored into the L matrix, the location adjustment 
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is also required because the relaxed loop in step 2.10 is skipped. The frontal matrix 

after stripping the k-step Cholesky factor is pushed onto the working storage as if 

it were the su bmatrix of the node j (although the su bmatrix does' not belong to 

node j .). Finally, the parent of node j assembles the submatrix of dummy node j 

during its assembly process. 

7.4 On Supernode Size 

Using the supernode concept enhances factorization performance in the multi

frontal method (see [8] for test results on finite element problems). In this section, 

we consider the appropriate size of a supernode. When the supernode concept is 

adopted, it is assumed that the frontal matrix is not large. If a supernode is size 

k and its frontal matrix Fj has z columns, the required number of operations to 

perform k-step factorization is given by [7]: 

z(z + 1)k - 2(z + 1)(k + l)k + k(k + 1)(2k + 1)/6, (7.61) 

which is O( Z2 k). It is apparent that there is a trade off between the goals of keeping 

frontal matrix size small and making supernodes large. 

7.5 Implementation 

We have implemented the multifrontal method on an IBM 3090 with options de

scribed in Section 6.4. The hard part of the multifrontal method is the computation 

of the outer-product which is a dense matrix factorization. 

The test results in Table 7.2 on scalar and vector mode are slower than KCRC or 

KCRCS in Chapter 6. The reason is that we were unable to vectorize two levels of 

the outer product routine. Advances in compiler technology may allow double loop 

vectorization in the future. Alternatively, the outer product could be performed 
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on the complete matrix, rather than just the lower triangle. We did not test this 

alternative. Ashcraft [8] used loop unrolling technique to increase performance of 

the outer product on a Cray X-MP. We didn't use this technique because it is not 

a general programming technique on the IBM 3090. 

In problem AA2, the vector mode of the multifrontal method is slightly faster 

than that of KCHC. The reason is that AA2 has large supernodes. The preference 

between both methods depends on the size of supernodes. It is expected that the 

supernode relaxation may give performance increase. 
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Model Type Scalar mode Vector mode Iterations 

va 20.25 7.95 

GROW22 Rb 20.34 7.99 47 

V 23.17 6.87 

TEST3 R 23.31 6.92 39 

V 60.24 15.26 

MILT R 60.55 15.35 55 

V 23.02 10.81 

SCFXM3 R 23.13 10.88 55 

V 84.56 27.67 

NESM R 84.92 27.81 81 

V 44.79 23.65 

STOCFOR2 R 44.96 23.79 60 

V 16.31 11.37 

CZPROB R 16.37 11.44 46 

V 212.30 68.53 

PIMS2 R 213.07 68.89 36 

V 251.46 39.99 

AA2 R 252.57 40.23 24 

V 14.34 8.55 

SHIP12L R 14.42 8.61 30 

Table 7.2: CPU seconds of the multifrontal method in scalar and vector mode. 

:Virtual CPU time 
Real CPU time 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we present an overview of this dissertation and discuss its contri

butions. We also include future work. 

8.1 Summary 

In this dissertation, we have studied direct sparse matrix methods for the imple

mentation of interior point algorithms. These methods have focused on the solution 

of sparse positive definite systems of linear equations. 

The solution steps of the system is summarized as follows; 

Step 1 Multiple minimum-degree heuristic; 

Step 2 Matrix M = AE>AT reordering for a specific purpose; 

Step 3 Symbolic factorization; 

Step 4 Cholesky factorization; 

Step 5 Triangular system solution. 

In Step 1, the multiple minimum-degree heuristic gives an ordering minimizing 

the fill-in during Gaussian elimination of M = ASAT. The row and column per

mutation of the matrix M = AE>AT is obtained by row permutation of the original 

matrix A. 

In Step 2, the permuted matrix M by the multiple minimum-degree ordering 

is repermuted according to a reordering objective, and the new ordering follows 
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the fill-preserving rule. The elimination tree is employed as reordering tool. In

formation on the elimination tree is maintained by family vectors (Parent, Son, 

and Brother). This data structure allows efficient adaptation of the rotation of 

the elimination tree. If the linear system is solved by the multifrontal method, the 

matrix M is reordered to minimize the working storage requirement. For the par

allel programming of the column Cholesky or multifrontal method, we use a new 

symbolic factorization method using the elimination tree. Information on nonzero 

locations from this symbolic factorization is used to create the minimum-height 

elimination tree. This information can also be used for load balancing for parallel 

computation. We have reviewed supernode features according to various reordering 

schemes. 

Step 3 constructs the data structure of the nonzero locations of the reordered 

matrix M. This data structure is static through the iteration of the interior point 

method, though the matrix M is changed iteration by iteration. 

For step 4, we have shown the test results of numerical factorization by us

ing three methods; the column Cholesky, column Cholesky using supernodes, and 

multifrontal methods. We modified the multifrontal method to a new two-step 

algorithm to adapt to interior point methods. The modification also includes the 

drop handing, index matching storage, and optimal child reordering. The sup ern

ode versions of the column Cholesky and multifrontal methods use some or all 

dense vector operations to increase performance, but they have different definition 

of the supernode. The supernode definition for the column Cholesky is based on 

the reachable set operator on the graph G(M). The multifrontal method defines 

supernodes based on the elimination tree, because the working storage system is 

a stack. We have shown that the column Cholesky using supernodes is attrac

tive for almost all tested cases. Our column Cholesky method using supernodes 
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is more advanced than any other described in the literature. The modified multi

frontal method for interior point algorithms is not much inferior to compare column 

Cholesky methods. We expect to improve its performance in the near future. 

Finally, the last step is the solution of two triangular systems, i.e., forward and 

backward substitutions. 

We have also presented a method to handle reducible matrices. These matrices 

frequently occur in sparse SPD matrices arising in the interior point method. We 

have extended some of theorems of graph theory applied to sparse matrices. 

8.2 Future Work 

There are many directions for future research. The first is the relaxation of the 

supernode definition for the column Cholesky and multifrontal methods. This 

direction is commented on in Section 5.6 and is effective for serial and parallel 

computation. 

The second is the vectorization of the outer-product of assembled dense-frontal 

matrices in the multifrontal method. Currently, the single loop is straightforward .. 

In order to obtain more vectorization, we need to modify the data structure. If 

this problem is solved, it is expected that the multifrontal method will be more 

effective on vector supercomputers. 

The next point is parallel implementation of interior point algorithms, in par

ticular, forming of M = A0AT, solving the forward and backward systems, and 

numerical factorization (column Cholesky methods or multifrontal method). 

Parallelization of the numerical factorization step is an important area. We 

are currently building parallel Cholesky and multifrontal programs on an IBM 

3090. Working storage management using the buddy system is considered for 

parallelization of the multifrontal method. For parallel processing, reordering of 
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the minimum-height elimination tree will be employed. We can also consider more 

efficient heuristics to create the minimum-height elimination tree. 

It is also interesting to implement interior point algorithms on message passing 

architectures, i.e., hypercube computer. The multifrontal method has structures 

well-suited to a hypercube. For this research, it is necessary to study the reorder

ing of the elimination tree and processor scheduling. The primary objective of 

reordering and scheduling will be to minimize the communication cost between 

processors. 
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